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Chapter 1
Introduction to Research
1.1Introduction
The discovery of high temperatureoxide superconductors in the
middle and late nineteen eighties(1-6) led to much researchon both bulk
and thin film applications for thesematerials. Films in particularwere
interesting due to the extremely highcritical current densities,on the
order of 106 A/cm2, that could beobtained in these materials (7). Work
in thin film synthesis soon revealedthat the physical properties of the
films were greatly dependentupon film quality.In general, single crystal
films demonstrated superior normalconductivity and superconductivity
in comparison with polycrystalline filmsIt has been suggested (8) that
the suppressed conductivitiesin the polycrystalline filmsare probably
due to their highly granularmorphology, in which good quality
superconducting grains are surroundedby material of poorer quality,
which may be oxygen deficient,at the boundaries. Asa result of these
observations, considerable researchon how to grow superconducting
films of the highest quality has beenperformed. The best films consist of
large grains, leading to fewergrain boundaries, and are epitaxial, which
implies that the film growsas a single crystal with a particular
crystallographic orientation relativeto the substrate, or the material onto
which the film is deposited.2
Although many different high temperature superconducting oxides
have been synthesized and characterized, theycan be classified by a
small number of general formulas (9). Onecommon class is described by
the formula RBa2Cu307..x, where R isa rare earth element, typically
yttrium. Another class, of whichmany members are known, can be
represented by the general formula (A0)133M2Can-1CunO2n+2.where M is
barium or strontium, and A is either Bi, Tl, Bi/T1, Bi/Pb, Tl/Pb,or Hg.
The materials of primary interest in applied thin film technologyresearch
are YBa2Cu307-x (or YBCO) and T12Ba2CaCu2O8 (referred toas the
TBCCO 2212 phase). YBCO, with a superconducting criticaltemperature
(Te, or the temperature at which a material transforms from thenormal
conducting to the superconducting state) of about 95K, is ofinterest for
its high critical current density, and the 2212 TBCCO for its relativeease
of synthesis as a thin film and its high Tc of 110K.Many different
techniques, such as physical sputtering (10), metal organic chemical
vapor deposition (11), thermal coevaporation (12), laser ablation (13,14),
and molecular beam epitaxy (15) have been employedto grow films of
these materials. For every technique used, studies show thatmany
variables affect the quality of the deposited film. Commonvariables
include substrate temperature, gas pressure, andgas composition in the
growth chamber. These are quite different for each technique, andthe
reasons behind the choice of the best conditions for any techniqueare
purely empirical. For all methods of film growth, however,one factor is
well understood and invariant among deposition technologies:a good
substrate material is absolutely necessary for the synthesis ofa good
epitaxial film.3
For a substrate material to be a good choice fora given film, it
must adhere strictly to a list of desirable physical and chemical
properties.If these criteria are not met, films and devices grown and
patterned on the substrate may not perform reliably and reproducibly.
The substrate should have a good lattice match to the film material (16).
The thermal expansion characteristics of the substrate should match
those of the film as closely as possible, and the substrate should haveno
phase transitions between the film synthesis temperature and the device
operating temperature. Typical temperatures for film growth range from
700 to over 1100 K, depending on which growth technology is used, and
devices made from these films must be operated below the
superconducting transition temperature. The substrate lattice should be
cubic to minimize the possibility of off-orientation growth and twinning of
single crystals or films of the substrate material. The 'substrate should
be chemically inert at elevated temperatures to preventany unwanted
chemical reactions with the components of the growing film. And fmally,
because the primary application for which these filmsare being
developed is for use in microwave electronics, a material witha low
dielectric constant and low dielectric loss at microwave frequencies is
necessary to fabricate devices of the highest efficiency.
Many different materials have been either suggested foruse as, or
tested as, substrate materials, but most of these compounds belong toa
narrow range of structural classes. A list of these materials and some of
their structural information is given in Table 1.1.Most are of the
perovskite structure, which is given in Figure 1.1. The ideal structure is
cubic, space group Pm 3m, and has the general formula ABO3, where the
total of the oxidation states of the A and B cations is +6. The A cationis4
Table 1.1
Some compounds used or suggested for useas substrate
materials for HTSC thin films (common HTSC compounds included for
comparison).
Compound
(and references)
YBa2Cu3O7
T12Ba2CaCu208
Perovskites
YA1O3 (17)
LaA103 (12,15,19,21)
YbFeO3 (18)
NdA1O3 (12)
NdGaO3 (12,14,19,22)
PrGaO3 (20)
LiNbO3 (16)
LaGaO3 (12,19,21)
Si TiO3 (12,19,21,23)
LiBaF3 (12)
KMgF3 (16)
KTa03 (24)
BaTiO3 (18)
BaZrO3 (16)
Symmetry
Orthorhombic
Tetragonal
Growth Face
Dimension (A)1
a=3.84, b=3.88
a=3.857
Orthorhombic
Rhombohedral
Orthorhombic
Rhombohedral
Orthorhombic
Orthorhombic
Rhombohedral
Orthorhombic
Cubic
(?)
Cubic
Cubic
Tetragonal
Cubic
3.72
3.79
3.84
3.74
3.87
3.87
3.88
3.89
3.91
3.98
3.98
3.99
3.99
4.18
Mixed Perovskite (25)
Ca2A1Nb06
Ca2AlTa06
Ca2GaNbO6
Ca2GaTaO6
La2MgGeO6
Sr2A1Nb06
Sr2AlTa06 (26,27)
Sr2MgMoO6
Sr2GaNbO6
Sr2GaTaO6
Ba2YSbO6
Orthorhombic
Orthorhombic
Orthorhombic
Orthorhombic
Orthorhombic
Cubic
Cubic
Tetragonal
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
3.82
3.82
3.86
3.86
3.88
3.897
3.897
3.939
3.947
3.949
4.21
Binary Compounds
Zr02 (Y stabilized) (21)
A1203 (sapphire) (19)
CeO2 (film) (28)
Si02 (a-quartz) (16)
Cubic
Rhombohedral
Cubic
Hexagonal
3.61
3.63
3.83
___25
Table 1.1 (continued)
CaF2 (16)
MgO (19,21,22,29,30)
Si film /A1203 (31)
MgF2 (16)
Cubic
Cubic
Hexagonal
Tetragonal
3.81
4.21
a, b = 4.16; c = 3.04
1C21IiIr4 Structure
NdAICaO4 (14,21,32)
LaSrA1O4 (33)
LaSrGaO4 (34)
Tetragonal
Tetragonal
Tetragonal
3.688
3.843
Solid Solutions (35)
0.71Sr(A1.5Nb.5)03] +
0.3(LaA103)
0.7[Sr(A1.5Ta.5)03] +
0.3(LaA103)
0.7[Sr(A1.5Nb.5)03] +
0.3(NdGa03)
0.7[Sr(Al.5Ta.5)031+
0.3(NdGaO3)
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
3.86
3.87
3.88
3.89
Other Structures2
Mg2TiO4 (film) (36)
Ba2SiO4 (16)
Ca2Al2Si07 (16)
Ca2Ga2SiO7 (16)
Y3Fe3Ga2012 (16)
MgAl2O4 (16)
LaMgAl 11019 (16)
Cubic
Orthorhombic
Tetragonal (gehlenite)
Tetragonal (gehlenite)
Cubic (garnet)
Cubic (spine')
Hexagonal
(magnetoplumbite)
4.22
1The growth face dimension (d) is calculatedto give an easy comparison of lattice
spacings between the substrate and superconducting materials. This value is not
necessarily the lattice constant of a compound. The calculations used to derive these
values are as follows.A) Perovskite, orthorhombic, growth face is (110):d =
liao+bo)/21)1/(21/2)).B) Perovskite, rhombohedral, growth face is rhombohedrally
indexed (110): d = ao/(21/2). C) Perovskite, tetragonal and cubic, growth faceis (100): d = ao.D) Double Perovskite, orthorhombic, Growth face is (110):d =
(Rao+bo)/21)1/(21/2)1 /2). E) Double Perovskite,tetragonal and cubic, growth face is
(100):d = a0/2.F) For binary compounds and the K2NIF4 structure, thesame
calculations have been used as for the simple perovskites.Where no obvious
correlation to the simple perovskite structure or the lattice dimensions of the high
temperature superconductors exists, the actual lattice constants are given.
2Most of these structures have unit cell dimensionssuch that no simple correlation to
the high temperature superconductor unit cells is possible, yet the periodicity ofthe
lattice still may be suitable to encourage epitaxial growth of filmson these materials.
Refer to R Guo et al (16) for further information.6
coordinated by 12 oxygens, and is usually in an oxidation state of +1 to
+3. The B cation is octahedrally coordinated byoxygen atoms, and
generally has an equal or greater oxidation state than the Acation,
although exceptions, such as BaLiF3, are known. The B06 octahedraare
corner sharing, and the A cation occupies the interstitial sites in the
octahedral framework. A geometrical factor labeled the tolerance factor
characterizes the ratio of the distance from the center of the A cation to
the edge of the unit cell and the distance from the center of the Bcation
to the cell edge. It is given by
ro+ro
4-i(r6 +ro)
(1.1)
where ra, rb, and ro are the ionic radii of the A cation, B cation, and the
particular anion (typically oxygen, although othersare also common). If
the tolerance factor is 1, this implies that all of the ions, if considered to
be hard bodies, are just touching in the ideal cubicstructure.If the
tolerance factor is greater than 1, the A cation is larger, and theoxygen
atoms are pushed apart more. This expands the structure, but, if the
tolerance factor is not greatly over 1, usually does not result ina new
structure.In fact, when considering synthesis of new perovskites,a
tolerance factor of between about 1.01 and 1.05 is considereda good
indication that the material will be cubic, if synthesis is successful.
Above this, a hexagonal instead of cubic structure tends to be adopted.
A value below about .975 usually results in a material withan
orthorhombic structure. Between .975 and 1.01, the structure is less
easy to predict. Some materials in this range are expanded along one of
the 3-fold axes in the cubic space group, lowering the symmetry to7
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1 (a)The ideal perovskite structure.(b) K2NiF4, a related
structure which has also been investigated foruse as a substrate.8
rhombohedral.It is also possible for tetragonal and orthorhombic
structures to occur in materials with tolerance factors in this range.
The reason for the focus on perovskite substrate materials is the
structural similarity between them and the high temperature
superconducting oxides.The structures of YBa2Cu3O7 and
TI2Ba2CaCu2O8 are given in Figure 1.2. In the TBCCO compound, the
barium and calcium layers are perovskite related. In YBCO, all layers
have an approximate perovskite structure, although the yttrium is
coordinated by only 8 oxygen atoms. The a-b planes of both structures
have similar dimensions as the simple perovskites, although the c axis is
greatly expanded. Theoretical structural studies have been performed to
model the effect the structure of the substrate has on the epitaxy of a
growing YBCO film (16).The conclusions of the study were that,
although not independent of each other, similarities in crystal structure
between the film and substrate were a more important consideration
than just similarities in the unit cell dimensions.Keeping this
conclusion in mind, next consider that the superconducting currents in
these compounds flow best in the a-b plane. If a film were to grow with
the a-b plane normal to the substrate surface, the conductivity in the
device plane would be much lower than desired.Therefore, it is
necessary to synthesize the superconducting films with the c axis normal
to the substrate surface. Because the structure in the a-b plane of both
superconductors is that of a perovskite, it is logical to use a perovskite
substrate to encourage growth of the film with c-axis orientation. Other
common structures related to perovskite, such as the K2NiF4 structure,
also shown in Figure 1.1, have also been investigated for use as
substrates.10
Table 1.2 lists some of the relevant physicalproperties of the most
commonly used substrate materials. All of these materialsdemonstrate
at least some of the desirable properties mentioned above, but alsohave
shortcomings, some of which are severe. Lanthanum gallate,LaGaO3,
has perhaps the closest lattice match and thermalexpansion
characteristics to YBCO of any of the materials commonly used.[Other
simple perovskites do come closer, suchas NdGa03, with ao = 3.85, but
are not used for other reasons, such as reactivity.Films grown on
neodymium gallate have extremely poor superconductingproperties,
possibly due to reactions between the substrate andgrowing film (12)1.
However, a phase transition occurs in lanthanum gallateat 100 °C that
is accompanied by a sudden volume change in the unit cell. Abovethis
temperature, the material is rhombohedral; below, it is orthorhombic.
Films grown on this substrate crack along the substratepseudocubic
(110) and (101) planes upon cooling.The cracks break up the
superconducting planes, resulting in grain boundaries andincreasing
the apparent resistivity of the film.
Magnesium oxide has also been very popularas a substrate. The
primary advantages of it are the relative ease with which large single
crystals of the material are grown and the low cost of thesecrystals.
Despite the relatively large lattice mismatch of MgOand the
superconductors, films grown on Mg0 haveproven to be better than
those on more closely geometrically matched substrates. However,they
are consistently inferior to films grown on lanthanum aluminate and
strontium titanate.Rocking curve studies (see reference 37 fora
description of rocking curve analysis) have shown that YBCOgrown on
MgO possesses poorer orientation normal to the substrate surfacethanTable 1.2
Physical Properties of the Most Commonly Used Substrates
Substrate Growth
Face
Dimension
(A)1
ZrO2 3.63
(+Y203) (-5.5 %)
LaA1033.79
(-1.6 %)
LaGaO33.89
(1.1 %)
SeriO3 3.91
(1.4 %)
MgO 4.21
(9.4 %)
11
/ 1 Relativetan8 Melting
(x10-6/°C)Dielectric778, 10Point (°C)
(YBCO=ConstantGHz
11) (Cr)
8-10 29 74.2 e-5-2715
-10 23 2 e-5 2726
10.6 25 1.8 e-3 2296
(300K,
1 MHz)
10.4 300 2.1 e-5 2626
(300K)
8 10 0.62 e-52852
'Dimension of lattice plane closest to that of YBCO (the pseudo-cubic lattice constant
for the perovskites), and % difference between this value and YBCO (2212) a-b plane
dimensions.
films grown on LaA103 or SrTiO3 (21). The most likely explanation for
this is the difficulty encountered in trying to keep the MgO surface clean
and smooth for film deposition. MgO quickly reacts with adsorbed H2O
to form amorphous Mg(OH)2.This layer can be sputter etched or
thermally decomposed prior to the use of the substrate, but these
treatments leave behind a pitted or polycrystalline surface nonconducive
to the growth of good quality epitaxial films. Small crystallites on the
substrate surface may modify the nucleation of, or cause structural
defects in, the growing film. Substrates must be stored in an inert liquid
(often mineral oil or methanol), cleaned immediately before use, and
exposed to the atmosphere minimally while pumping down on the
deposition chamber. Despite these precautions, the surface will quickly12
be coated with impurities even when undervacuum. A monolayer of
adsorbed gas atoms forms on the surface ofa solid at a rate of 1 cm2/
second at a pressure of 10-6 torr. Because it isso difficult to minimize
the exposure of a substrate to air before film growth, it is advantageous
to use a substrate that is chemically stable in air. Attempts have been
made to passivate the MgO surface by avapor phase reaction with1102,
resulting in the growth of an Mg2TiO4 buffer layer (36).The critical
temperature (TO of YBCO grown on the Mg2TiO4 surfacewas suppressed
to 85 K. Most likely, the suppression was due to a residual roughness
left in the Mg2TiO4 surface, which could have possibly hinderedthe
epitaxial growth of the superconducting film, resulting in grain
boundaries. Because the 1102 must react with the MgO to form the
buffer layer, either Mg must diffuse up through the growing layer,or Ti
must diffuse down to the growth interface. Either case is likely to result
in new defects, and will not likely correct all of the defects already
present on the original MgO surface.
As mentioned previously, the best films are consistently
synthesized on either strontium titanate or lanthanum aluminate
substrates. Both of these materials are easy to growas large single
crystals, and are readily available commercially ina variety of
crystallographic orientations as polished crystals. Theyare more stable
to air exposure than MgO, and have lattice dimensions and thermal
expansion characteristics quite close to those of the superconductors.
However, even these compounds, the best found to date, have
shortcomings that prevent them from being good enough foruse in
passive microwave circuits, which are the primary applications for which
these materials are being developed. To understand why this is thecase,13
a brief discussion of the dielectric constant and loss tangent, and how
they relate to microwave power transmission andpassive circuit design,
is necessary.
Before introducing the dielectric constant, thedefinition of a
dielectric must be given: A dielectric isan electrically insulating or non-
conducting medium.The dielectric constant ofa material is a
quantification of how the dielectric reacts electricallyto an applied field.
To understand the nature of this reaction, theconcept of polarizability
must be introduced.All materials contain small charges due to the
presence of electrons, ions, and dipoles. When an electric field is
applied, these charges react by polarizing along the directionof the field,
and the degree of the reaction is described andquantified by the
polarizability of the material.The polarizability consists of four
components, which all have a different frequencyresponse. The long
range movement of ions in a crystal, as wellas the migration of defects
such as low mobility interstitial ions,comprise the space charge (as)
component of the total polarizability. Because of theirrelatively high
mass, these charges cannot respond to a quickly changing electric field.
As a result, the space charge component relaxesout of the total
polarizability when the applied field reaches radio frequencies.The
dipolar polarizability (ad) is the polarizationcomponent due to the
orientation of permanent dipoles in the structure, suchas those present
in ferroelectric materials. These relax out at microwave frequencies.The
third component of the total polarizability is theionic polarizability (al).
This is the slight distortion of the structure that results whenan applied
field moves the ions in the structure slightly off oftheir lattice positions.
In contrast to the space charge polarizability, theionic polarizability is14
the short-range displacement of ions off their ideal latticesites, rather
than longer range migrations.This polarizability relaxes out in the
infrared frequency range, leaving the electronic pokrizability (ae),or the
response of the electron cloud around the atoms or ions in the structure
to the applied field, as the only component (38). This continues intox-ray
frequencies before finally relaxing out. The relative dielectric constant,er,
of a material is the ratio of the degree of polarization it undergoesin an
electric field relative to the polarization of air, and is also knownas the
relative permittivity. To measure this quantity,one simply measures the
charge stored on a set of capacitor plates ata particular voltage and
frequency with, and then without, the dielectric material between the
plates. The dielectric constant is the ratio of the charged storedon the
plates with the dielectric between them to the charged stored without the
dielectric, and is related to the polarizability ofa material by the
Clausius-Mossotti relation
V +2a,b m
atb
(1.2)
where Vm is the molar volume in A3, at is the total polarizability due to
the ionic and electronic contributions, and b isa geometrical factor,
assumed to be 47c/3 for a cubic material (39). From this equation, it is
evident that a larger polarizability will result in a higher dielectric
constant. R. D. Shannon has compiled a table of ion polarizabilities (40)
that allow one to predict the dielectric constant ofa new material using
this relation and the additivity rule of ion polarizabilities, given below.
a(AP+M4+X3)= a(M2+)+ a(M4+)+3a(X2-) (1.3)15
The dielectric constant decreases with the relaxation of each contributing
term, and is roughly constant as a function of frequency between these
regions.
The other dielectric quantity of interest in the field of microwave
electronics is called the loss tangent, or ta ra To understand this
quantity, consider the response of the ionic polarizability to an increase
in applied field frequency. At lower frequencies, the ions can completely
change their polarization state when the field reverses.The
polarizations, due to mobile charges in the dielectric, are equivalent toan
alternating current flowing in the material. When the field frequency is
low enough to permit the ionic polarizations to keep up with the voltage
changes, the current due to the polarizations is exactly 90° out of phase
with the electric field. The power dissipated as heat asa function of the
current and the voltage is
P. (1/2)ivcos8 (1.4)
where 8 is the phase angle.So, at frequencies at which the ionic
polarizations can keep up with the field, the vector product iszero, and
no power is lost as heat. When the frequency becomes too fast for the
polarizabilities to keep up, however, a current component out of phase
with the voltage develops, and 8 is no longer 90°. Hence,power is lost as
heat. The tangent of this angle gives the ratio of power dissipated to
power stored in the circuit (41). The lower the value of the loss tangent,
the more efficiently the circuit stores or transmits power.
The effect of the dielectric constant on microwave radiation
traveling through the dielectric medium is noticed in severalways. First,
the wavelength of the radiation is different than the wavelength of16
radiation of the same frequency in a vacuumor air. The wavelength in
the medium is given by:
=A0Reetr)112 (1.5)
where Eeff is the effective dielectric constant and takesinto account
factors such as circuit design.So, with an increase in the relative
dielectric constant comes an accompanying decrease in the wavelength of
the microwave radiation. Along with the decrease in wavelengthis a
decrease in the speed of the radiation in the medium relative to thatin
air or a vacuum. The speed of the signal propagation is also inversely
proportional to the square root of the effective dielectric constant.
v 11(seff
)112 (1.6)
Finally, the frequency of a signal propagating ina non-perfect dielectric
medium undergoes dispersion about the central frequency.This
dispersion is directly proportional to thesquare root of the effective
dielectric constant.
erl/ 2 (1.7)
Therefore, a substrate with a relatively high dielectric constant willresult
in circuits with slower signal propagation and greater signal dispersion
relative to those fabricated on a lower dielectric constant medium.For
some applications, such as superconducting quantum interference
devices (an extremely sensitive detector of magnetic flux), these factors
will not cause a degradation in device performance.For passive
microwave devices, however, such factors, coupled with the anisotropy of
the dielectric constant in non-cubic materials, make the design ofreliable
devices extremely difficult.17
Passive microwave devices are such circuit elements as
transmission lines, resonators, and filters.They are referred to as
passive because they require no external power supply to operate.
Simple schematics of these components are given in Figure 1.3. The
transmission line is the most basic structure in microwave circuits.
Superconducting transmission lines have resistive losses of ten to one
thousand times less than normal conductors, hence the advantage of
using a superconductor for these applications (42).Not only do they
connect components, but often the components themselves are
constructed from some geometrical arrangement of a length of
transmission line.Transmission linesin high temperature
superconducting circuits are usually composed of microstrip line, which
consists of a thin strip of superconducting material, deposited and
patterned on top of a dielectric, which has been previously deposited on a
conducting ground plane. The circuits are also sometimes constructed of
stripline, which is similar to microstrip, but with a dielectric and ground
plane both above and below the conductor, and of coplanar line, which
has the ground plane constructed horizontally in plane with the
conductor.Resonators are simply lengths of transmission line separated
from, but inductively coupled to, the external circuit, and are designed to
form standing waves of multiples of one half the wavelength of the
desired frequency with little power loss. They allow power of a particular
frequency to be selectively stored in the circuit. The performance of a
resonator is described by a quantity known as the Q-value. It is defined
as
(20.27rf0W I P (1.8)18
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.3 (a) A schematic of a microstrip transmission line. The dark
portion is the superconductor; the light portion is the dielectric.(b) An
inductively coupled resonator. (c) A five-resonator-array bandpass filter.19
where fc is the resonant frequency, W isenergy stored in the resonator,
expressed as the sum of the individual loss components
P=Pc-I-Pd-FP, (1.9)
where Pc, Pd, and Pr are losses due to conductive, dielectric,and
radiative effects.Conductive losses are a function of the surface
resistance of the conductor, and are greatly minimized by theuse of a
superconductor.Radiative losses are primarily a function of the
resonator design (43). Dielectric losses are a function of the loss tangent
of the dielectric material used in the circuit, andare described by
Pd a ad =(coCZ. / 2) tan S (1.10)
where ad is the attenuation of the signal due to the dielectric,w is the
resonant frequency, C is the capacitance of the circuit, and Zo is the
impedance.Filters, in the simplest case, are merely cascaded resonators
inductively coupled to one another, and are designed to dropor pass a
particular resonant frequency. At each step, the undesired frequencies
are rejected to a greater degree than the previous step, resulting in a
sharp bandpass. The same general relationships thatgovern a single
resonator apply to filters as well. From the relations above, it is obvious
why a low dielectric constant and low loss substrateare desirable for
these components. In the case of filters,a high dielectric constant will
increase the dispersion of the signal (eqn. 41.7),decreasing the sharpness
of the desired band. For resonators, a high loss tangent willlead to
increased dielectric power loss, decreasing the Q value, and hencethe
efficiency, of the circuit.When signal speed is important for20
transmission lines, a low dielectric constant will increase the signal
velocity, and a low loss tangent will increase the efficiency ofpower
transmission in the line.
With such a high dielectric constant, it iseasy to see why
strontium titanate (Cr = 300) is a poor substrate choice for microwave
applications.Signal speed would be relatively slow, and frequency
dispersion would be quite high in comparison to that ina circuit with a
traditional dielectric (er = -36), making it more difficult to obtaina
sharp band through the use of filters. Lanthanum aluminate hasa lower
dielectric constant (Cr = 23) than any of the other commonly used
materials except for MgO (Cr= 10), and has very similar lattice
dimensions relative to YBCO and TBCCO. However, itpossesses a phase
transition between 450 and 500 °C. Below this temperaturerange, the
structure is rhombohedral, and the dielectric characteristicsare
anisotropic. Above the transition temperature, the structure is cubic.
Epitaxial film growth almost always occurs at a temperature greater than
this.The films are therefore grown on a cubic substrate.After
deposition, as the substrate is being cooled, it transforms from cubic to
rhombohedral. The change in dimension is slight, and does not resultin
a catastrophic volume change comparable to that which occurs in
lanthanum gallate, so films are not cracked.However, the phase
transition results in the formation of twin planes along the pseudo cubic
(110) and (101) substrate planes. Due to the anisotropicnature of the
dielectric constant in this compound, the dielectric properties changeas
a signal crosses a twin boundary. Since the wavelength of a signal is a
function of the dielectric constant of the substrate, the wavelength
changes slightly upon crossing a twin plane. This changes theresonant21
frequency of any resonators or filters that happen tocross the plane,
making the design of a reliable precision circuit difficult or impossible.
Many researchers have been working around the existing substrate
problems in their efforts to develop these devices.Other groups,
however, have concentrated their efforts to solve the substrate problem
itself. Three approaches have been taken: a) the attempted utilization of
untried materials, b) the use of a passivating buffer layer betweena
common, but less desirable, substrate and superconducting film, and c)
the modification or combination of currently used materials in order
modify the structure or other physical properties of the materials. The
most commonly tried of the above solutions is the investigation of untried
materials, whether newly synthesized or previously known. These
materials are generally chosen for their structure and lattice match with
the high Tc materials, and are usually perovskite or perovskite related. C.
D. Brand le and V. J. Fratello studied a large number of double
perovskites to test their suitability for these applications (25).The
double perovskite structure is a particular case of the mixed perovskite.
A mixed perovskite is generally obtained by substituting some ratio of
two cations onto the B site such that the average oxidation state of the
two is equal that of the original B cation.It is given by the general
formula AB 1_x131x03.In a double perovskite, the ratio of the B site
cations is 1:1 (or, equivalently, x = 0.5), and the B cations order,
doubling the size of the unit cell, and changing the space group from
Pm3m to Fm3m. The structure is shown in Figure 1.4.The most
interesting compounds investigated in this study were those formed by
combinations of the cations A13+ and GO+ on the B' site and Nb5+ and
Ta5+ on the B' site. These materialswere determined to be cubic, have22
similar lattice dimensions to the superconductors,have low, isotropic
dielectric constants and loss tangents, and be congruentlymelting, giving
hope that single crystals of the compounds couldbe grown via the
Czochralski method.The physical properties known thus farare
summarized in table 1.3.However, single crystals of the compounds
have proven to be quite difficult to grow, andnone of substrate size have
been reported.
The growth of buffer layers to passivate the surfaceof a less
desirable substrate has been reported by severalgroups. Ce02 thin films
have been reported on LaA103 (28).This compound has a cubic
structure, and similar lattice dimensions in the <110> directionas the
superconductors in their <100> and <010> directions.The critical
temperature of YBCO films grown on this buffer layerwere over 90 K. A
less successful buffer layer is Mg2TiO4 (36).As mentioned above,
Mg2TiO4 buffer layers have been synthesizedon MgO by reaction with
vapor phase TiO2. The critical temperature of YBCO filmsgrown on this
surface were depressed to 85 K. The latticeconstants of this material
(4.22 A) are slightly greater than those of MgO (4.21 A),which is itself
considered to have too much lattice mismatch. One ofthe double
perovskites investigated by Brand le and Fratello (25),Sr2AJTaO6 (or SAT),
has been the subject of several buffer layerinvestigations since it first
appeared in the substrate literature.Findikoglu et al reported the
synthesis of thin films of this material by laser ablationonto lanthanum
aluminate substrates (26).They were able to measure the relative
dielectric constant of the films and found them to beslightly higher23
Figure 1.4The double perovskite structure.24
Table 1.3
Physical Properties of Double Perovskites
Compound1/2
Lattice
Constant
(A)'
01/1
(10-6 1°C)
Dielectric
Constant
tans
(x10-3)
Melting
Point (°C)
Sr2A1NbO63.898 9.5 0.59 1790
(1.1%)
Sr2GaNbO63.948 1720
(2.4%)
Sr2A1TaO63.898 9 10 4.24 1900
(1.1%) (ceramic)
-23-30
(film)
Sr2GaTaO63.949 1820
(2.4%)
YBCO a= 3.8411-12
b = 3.88
'Number in parenthesis is the relativepercent mismatch between the perovskite and
average superconductor lattice constant.
(er = -23, 26, and 30) than measurements performedpreviously on
ceramic samples (Cr = 11.8). YBCO films were notgrown directly on the
buffer layer, but SAT films were grown ontoa LaA103/YBCO multilayer
structure to investigate its feasibility as an intermediate layerin devices.
The critical temperature of the YBCO films in thisarrangement were
approximately 89- 90 K. Han et at reported the synthesis of SAT films on
LaA103 substrates by metal organic chemicalvapor deposition the
following year (27). Standardx-ray diffraction analysis showed good c-
axis orientation of the films, and x-ray phi scans demonstratedgood in-
plane epitaxy.No experiments with superconducting filmswere
mentioned in this report.25
Efforts to chemically modify substrate materials have centered
primarily on lanthanum aluminate. The tolerance factor of this material
is 1.016, which is in the range of cubic materials, yet it crystallizes in the
rhombohedral space group R8c. Upon heating, the structure changes to
the ideal perovskite Pm 3m structure.This phase transition was
originally reported as occurring around 435 °C (44), butwas later
determined to be closer to 500 °C (45,46). The phase transition is second
order, and is detected by a slight change in heat capacity,or by high
temperature diffraction studies. Because the tolerance factor of the
compound puts it seemingly close to a geometrically favorable cubic
structure, research has focused on increasing the tolerance factor
slightly through solid solution with other perovskites. The first report of
such an experiment was an investigation by Bednorz and Muller of the
LaA1O3 -SrTiO3 (tolerance factor=1.12) solid solution system (47).
Strontium titanate has a phase transition from cubic to tetragonal at 105
K. The study attempted to follow the phase transition temperature, and
the structural features of the system above and below this temperature,
as a function of the composition of the system. They found a systematic
decrease in the phase transition temperature with increasing
incorporation of SrTiO3 in the system, and a transition to the
rhombohedral structure for concentrations of SrTiO3as high as 80%.
They also found the system to be soluble across the whole composition
range. However, too much disorder existed in the samples to accurately
determine the transition temperature or the symmetry of the structure
past the 80% SrTiO3 concentration.Fergus and Alcock researched
substituted lanthanum aluminate systems in conjunction with studies of
solid electrolytes to determine which cations occupy the Aor B site in the26
structure (48). They reported a slight, smooth increase in the lattice
constant ao with increasing Sr concentration, but treated the lattice
angle as a constant in the study. Vanderah et al studied the effectson
powder and single crystal x-ray patterns of the incorporation of SrTiO3,
Sr/Zr, Sr/Mg, and Sr/Sc/F into the lanthanum aluminatestructure (49).
Their results supported those of Fergus and Alcock in that substitution
of strontium titanate resulted in an expanded unit cell.They also
noticed that the structure becamemore cubic with increasing
concentration of SrTiO3. However, the work was qualitative, andno
standard was used in the powder diffraction work,so no quantitative
structural information was reported.Guo et al reported on the
substitution of the mixed perovskites Sr2AITaO6 and Sr2A1NbO6into
lanthanum aluminate and neodymium gallate (35).The resulting
compounds were cubic, and displayed similar dielectric propertiesto the
end members of the solid solution. Finally, Gloubokov et al reported the
growth of (La, Sr, Ba)A103_y crystals while attempting the growth of
crystals in the (Sr, Ba)AlLaO4 system. X-ray analysis led themto believe
the crystals were cubic, and electron microprobe analysis showed the
strontium content to be around 3%, and the barium around 0.10%.
They concluded that the solubility of Sr in lanthanum aluminatewas less
than 3% from subsequent crystal growth experiments, and also
determined that this doping level was sufficient to render the structure
cubic.
The work presented in this thesis attempts to solve the substrate
problem using each of the three methods listed above. One effortcenters
on the investigation of various materials as buffer layers to passivate the
surface of MgO and to provide a good surface for the growth of the high27
'Ile films. Most of the materials investigated in this project belong to the
double perovskite family.Attempts were also made to synthesize
multilayer structures by growing films of Sr2GaTaO6 and Sr2AITaO6 onto
a YBCO film /LaAIO3 structure to test the effect of the deposition
conditions of the double perovskite films on the superconducting
properties of the YBCO film. Another approach to the problem has been
the investigation of strontium substituted LaAIO3. The report of a cubic
structure with 3% strontium substitution in single crystals was the
motivation for this work. Investigations into the nature of the defects
induced in the structure by these substitutions have also been
conducted.Finally, the synthesis of new perovskite oxyfluorides has
been attempted in an effort to find new cubic materials with similar unit
cell dimensions as the superconductors.28
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Chapter 2
A2BS' 06 Double Perovskite Thin Filmsas Buffer Layers for High
Temperature Superconducting Thin Films
2.1Introduction
Materials of the general type A2B13, 06were first investigated as
potential substrate materials for high temperaturesuperconducting thin
films by Brandle and Fratello (1). The motivation forthis research was
the lack of good substrate materials foruse in microwave applications at
the time.The materials most commonly used thenwere simple
perovskites such as SrTiO3, LaA1O3, and NdGaO3,as well as the binary
oxides MgO and Zr02. LaA103 and LaGa03possess phase transitions
between device operating temperature and growthtemperature that
result in twin plane formation. The simple oxides havelarger lattice
mismatch, and a polished MgO surface is unstableto exposure to air.
SetiO3 has a prohibitively large dielectric constant, and singlecrystals
can be grown only via the Verneuil technique, limiting the size of
available crystals. The researchers were in search of compoundsthat had
the properties desirable in a good substrate material, andthat could be
grown as large single crystals using the Czochralski technique. The
study identified the materials Sr2A1NbO6, Sr2A1Ta06,Sr2GaNbO6, and
Sr2GaTaO6 as potentially very good substrate materials, basedon their
cubic symmetry and unit cell dimensions. However,a material must
meet criteria additional to those that definea good substrate if the
Czochralski technique is to be used to grow single crystals.These
include (a) a congruent melting composition ator near the stoichiometric
composition, (b) a lower melting point than the crucible material,usually33
Pt or Ir, and (c) a good resistance to reduction, among others. Although
congruently melting, the Sr2BB' 06 perovskites proved to be difficult to
grow as single crystals using this technique, as the melting points were
too high to be used with platinum crucibles, and the Ta and Nb were
found to be reduced in the crystals grown other ways in air (2).
To get around the crystal growth problem, the Sr2BB ' 06 materials
were investigated as buffer layer materials.Other potentially good
substrates had been investigated as buffer layers previously, suchas
Ce02 (3) and PrGaO3 (4), that resulted in good performance of
superconducting films deposited on top of them. Other materials such
as NdGaO3 (5) have been investigated as thin film buffers, but were not
studied as a heterostructure with a superconductor. Sr2AlTa06was first
reported as a thin film on LaA103 by Findikoglu et al (6). The filmwas
deposited by laser ablation, which is the transfer of energy toa target of
the desired composition by exposure to high energy laser pulses,
resulting in the removal of target material and its subsequent deposition
onto the substrate surface. Standard x-ray analysis showed the films to
be c-axis oriented, and rocking curve analysis showed little off-
orientation growth. The dielectric constant was somewhat higher (er= 23,
26, and 30) compared to a ceramic sample (er=11.8). Han et al reported
the successful growth of an Sr2AlTa06 film on LaA103 through
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (7). X-ray analysis showed the
films to be c-axis oriented, and x-ray phi scans verified the crystallinity
in the a-b plane. No other studies of thin films of compounds of this
structural type have yet been reported in the literature.
In this study, depositions of thin films of various compounds of the
general type A2BB ' 06 were attempted by RF magnetron sputtering in34
order to determine which are suitable to begrown by this technique, as
well as which are suitable for useas buffer layers with high temperature
superconducting thin films. The filmswere grown on (100) MgO to test
as a buffer layer, and on a (001) YBCO film /LaA1O3 substrate
heterostructure to study the effect of film growthon the superconducting
properties of YBCO.
2.2Experimental
2.2.1 RF Magnetron Sputtering
As previously mentioned, radio frequency magnetronsputtering
was used to prepare the films. Film growth by sputtering relieson the
use of high energy argon ions to impact and remove material froma
target of the desired film composition. The ionsare generated in a glow
discharge. This is a plasma, or a gas consisting ofions and electrons,
with an electron density in the range of approximately 109to 1012 cm-3
and a characteristic electron energy of approximately1 to 10 eV. Argon,
or other gases, are introduced into a vacuum chamber ata pressure of
around 10 to 100 millitorr. A large electric field is generatedbetween the
target, which serves as the cathode, and an anode ring. The electric field
accelerates electrons, which collide withargon atoms, resulting in
ionization and the generation of more electrons. The electricfield also
accelerates the argon atoms toward the cathode. Theions strike the
surface of the target. These collisionscan result in ion implantation,
backscattering of the ions, or the transfer ofenergy to target atoms,
resulting in their removal.If an insulator is to be sputtered, the
continued bombardment with positive ionscan result in a positive
potential on the target surface, which will repel otherpositive ions, and35
result in a sharp decrease in sputtering rate. Theuse of an alternating
electric field, centered about an applied bias of 0 volts,causes the
impingement of electrons onto the target surfaceevery half cycle,
resulting in the neutralization of excess surface charge, allowing the
sputtering of insulating materials. Empirical observations have shown
radio frequencies to be the best for sputtering, and frequencies of13.56
MHz, and multiples thereof, are used most often,as they are consistent
with the regulations of the Federal Communications Commission andits
international equivalents. Magnetron sputtering involves theuse of a
magnetic field to cause electrons in the plasma to travel ina ellipsoidal
path close to the target surface, thereby reducing recombination effects
and electron loss, and increasing both electron and ion densityin the
plasma. This results in higher sputtering rates (8).Sputtering can be
carried out in two basic different geometrical arrangements:on-axis and
off -axis. These terms refer to the orientation of the substratesurface
relative to the target normal. Off -axis sputtering is performed withthe
substrate surface parallel to the target normal, and on-axis is done with
the substrate surface perpendicular to the target normal.Simple
schematics of these arrangements are given in Figure 2.1. A depiction of
the geometrical variables in each arrangement is also givenin the figure.
A US II1 inch magnetron sputtering sourcewas used in these
experiments.111
x
sputtering substrate
source
(contains target)
(a)
(b)
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Figure 2.1Schematics of (a) on-axis, and (b) off axis sputtering
geometries. Geometrical variables x and y relate the target and substrate
positions.37
2.2.2 Target Preparation
One inch diameter ceramic pellets of the desired filmcomposition
were prepared as sputtering targets.The compositions tested were
Ca2MgWO6, Sr2MgWO6, Sr2A1Nb 06, Sr2Ga Nb 0 6, Sr2AlTa%,and
Sr2GaTa06. The Ca2M g W 06 was prepared by grinding together
stoichiometric proportions of W03, Mg(NO3)2 6H20, and CaCO3 withan
agate mortar and pestle. The mixture was subjected to subsequent
heatings of 900, 1300, and 1400 °C for 10 hours each (heating rate=500
°C/hr), grinding thoroughly between each heating cycle. Thematerial
was then mixed with a polyvinyl alcohol binder, pressed into a 1 inch
diameter by 1/8 inch thick pellet and sintered at 1400 °C for 10 hours.
The target shrunk greatly during this step, andwas reground. The
powder was verified to be single phase byx-ray diffraction.The
compound was then heated to 1600 °C for 10 hours, reground,pressed
into a 1 inch diameter pellet again, and heated to 1400 °C for 1 hour.
The target sintered well and shrunk very little.
The Sr2MgWO6 was prepared by grinding together stoichiometric
amounts of SrCO3, Mg(NO3)26H20, and W03. The mixture was first
heated to 900 °C for 10 hours, then to 1400 °C twice for thesame
amount of time. The material was then mixed witha small amount of
PVA binder, pressed into a 1 inch pellet, and sintered forone hour at
1400 °C. Diffraction studies on the pellet verified it to be single phase.
The compounds Sr2A1Nb06,Sr2G aNb 06, Sr2AlTa06, and
Sr2GaTaO6 were prepared via a flux/anneal synthesisas described in
reference 9. For the Sr2A1Nb06 target, Sr(NO3)2, A1203, and Nb205were
ground together and heated to 900 °C for 1 hour to decomposethe
nitrates. An equal mass of SrC12 was then mixed into the reactantsas a38
flux, and the mixture was heated to 900 °C for 8hours. The flux was
then washed away with a dilute HC1 solution, and therecovered product
dried, pressed into a 1 inch pellet, and annealedat 1500 °C for 12 hours.
The pellet shrunk slightly during the anneal,so it was necessary to
regrind and reanneal it.Similar procedures were adopted for the
synthesis of the Sr2A1Ta06 and corresponding gallatetargets.The
approximate mass of all pellets was 6g.
2.2.3 Dielectric Thin Film Preparation and Film Analysis
A US II one inch sputtering gun from US Inc.was used in all
depositions. Film depositions were done with various ratios ofargon and
oxygen, always with a total pressure of 50 millitorr in thevacuum
chamber. The background pressurewas 10-3 millitorr. The substrate
temperature was between 600 °C and 700 °C for most depositions.
Higher and lower temperatureswere investigated, but did not
consistently result in the growth of good epitaxial films. Bothoff -axis and
on-axis sputtering geometries were attempted. The off-axisdimensions
(referring to those shown in Figure 2.1) used in thedepositions were x=
2.5" and y=1.5".The distance between the target and substrate for the
on-axis configuration was x=2.5".RF power was around 50 watts. The
films were deposited onto (100) MgO, polishedon one side, obtained from
Electronic Space Products International.The dimensions of the
substrates as ordered were .5 inch x .5 inchx .02 inch, but were cleaved
into pieces roughly one quarter this size for the film growth. Filmswere
cleaved by holding a razor vertically against the edge ofthe substrate,
and tapping the razor firmly with a pair of tweezers.Substrates were
kept in a sealed package with a desiccantprior to cleaving.After39
cleaving, the pieces not immediately usedwere stored in methanol.
Those that were to be used fora deposition were washed first with
acetone, then with methanol, and exposed toair minimally prior to
mounting on the heating block. The heater consisted of2 500 W, 120 V
Sylvania tungsten-halogen lamps mountedin an Inconel casing, which
could be oriented parallelor perpendicular to the target face.The
substrates were attached to the heater by silverpaint, and the
temperature was detected by an R-type thermocoupleattached to the
heater with silver paint directly against the sideof the substrate.
Deposition time was between 4 and 6 hours.
The crystallinity of the filmswas characterized by x-ray diffraction.
Standard two-theta scans and rockingcurves were performed with a
Siemens D-5000 diffractometer. Two-thetascans were obtained over a
range of 2°115°. Rocking curves were performedon the (002) film peak
to study the degree of the c-axis alignment of the film.In this analysis,
the two-theta angle of the diffractometeris set at the correct angle to
detect the reflection froma chosen set of planes, which are usually
parallel to the film surface. Then, the angleco, or the angle of the plane
of the film surface relative to the incidentx-ray beam, is varied to detect
any off orientation grains in the film.X-ray phi scans were done to
determine the crystallinity of the film in the a-bplane. In a phi scan,
both 26 and co are fixed to focusa set of planes other than the [001].
Then, the film is rotated around the angle4), which is equivalent to
rotation about the film surface normal.The rotation brings each
equivalent (hk0) peak sequentially into theBragg condition, giving
multiple peaks spaced at regular intervals of$. For films in this report
that were of good enough quality towarrant this study, the (220) peaks40
were chosen for examination. Film morphology was characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Film thickness was measured mechanically witha stylus roughness
detector (Alpha-step 100, Tencor Instruments).Electron microprobe
analysis (EMPA) was used to investigate the compositions of thefilms.
Early research on this project revealed that the niobatesare more
difficult to sputter than the tantalates. The difficulty withsputtering
insulators is the tendency for the metal surfaces in thevacuum chamber
to become coated with the dielectric. Once the metalsare coated with an
insulating film, electrons in the chamber that contact the surfaceshave
no path to ground.Charge builds up on the surfaces, resulting in
periodic arcs between metal surfaces of different potentialin the vacuum
chamber. Regular and frequent sandblasting of the metalcomponents is
necessary to keep the system running.It was possible to sputter 6-7
tantalate films between cleanings, while itwas difficult to sputter a single
niobate film without encountering arcing problems.
2.2.4 Multi layer Film Preparation
Thin films of (001) YBCO on (110) LaA103, deposited bylaser
ablation, were obtained from Conductus, Inc., foruse as substrates for
dielectric thin film growth. The substrateswere attached to the heater
surface with silver paint. The sampleswere heated in both vacuum and
200 millitorr 02.The dielectric target compounds used in these
experiments were Sr2GaTaO6 and Sr2AITaO6. The gas composition used
in all depositions was a 45.5 millitorr Ar/4.5 millitorr 02mixture, for a
total pressure of 50 millitorr. The substrateswere heated to 675 or 700
°C,and depositions were carried out fora time of approximately 4 to 541
hours. Both off-axis and on-axis geometries were attempted, with the
off-axis runs lasting 5 hours, and the on-axis from 4 to 5 hours. After
dielectric film deposition, samples were annealed at 400 °C for 6 hours,
then cooled, in 50-200 torr 02. They were characterized by two-thetax-
ray diffraction analysis before being sent to Conductus for further
analysis, such as critical temperature determination and etch resistance.
2.3Results
2.3.1 A2MgWO6 Films
Three depositions of films from the Sr2MgW06 targetwere
attempted. The deposition conditions for each run are given in Table 2.1,
along with those for the Ca2MgW06. Sr2MgW06" is a tetragonally
distorted, ordered double perovskite, and crystallizes in thespace group
I4/m. The lattice parameters of the true unit cell are a=5.579 A andc=
7.938 A. The pseudo cubic cell dimension along the (110) distance in the
true cell is 3.945 A. and 3.969 A along the (001). This is fairly close to
the (100) and (010) distances in YBCO (see Table 1.1), and much closer
than commonly used substrates such as MgO. An indexedx-ray
diffraction pattern of the target is given in Figure 2.2 (a). A temperature
of 700° C was chosen for initial attempts at film growth (SMW 1). Anx-
ray diffraction pattern of a resulting film is given in Figure 2.2 (b).
Looking at the film pattern, it is evident that no peaks in the target
pattern match those in the film pattern. A powder diffraction file
database search identified the film phases as polycrystalline SrWO4 and
MgWO4. Substrate temperatures of 750 and 800 °C were also tried. The
only crystalline phase grown was MgWO4.42
Table 2.1
Deposition Conditions for Sr2MgW06 and Ca2MgWO6 Thin Films
Compound/P(Ar) P(02) Tsubstrate Observations
Geometry (millitorr) (millitorr) (°C)
SMW/on-
axis
41.7 8.3 700 mgW04/
SrWO4 film.
SMW/on-
axis
41.7 8.3 750 MgWO4
SMW/on-
axis
41.7 8.3 800 MgW04 film.
CMW/off-
axis
41.7 8.3 650 No
crystalline
film.
CMW/on-
axis
41.7 8.3 650 No
crystalline
film
CMW/on-
axis
41.7 8.3 700 Unidentified
crystalline
film+smaller
second
phase.
Three attempts were also made at synthesizing Ca2MgW06 thin
films. The films were sputtered from a target thatwas verified to be
single phase by x-ray diffraction. The bulk material crystallizes in the
monoclinic space group P21/ c, with lattice constants of a=5.421, b=
5.55, c=7.716, and 13=89.90. The pseudocubic unit cell vector along the
true unit cell <110> direction (the average of the true cell d(110) and
d(110)) is 3.878 A, and along the (001) is 3.858 A. These valuesare
again very close to those of the superconducting oxides. A partially
indexed x-ray diffraction pattern for the target is given in Figure 2.3 (a).
Due to the large number of reflections from this low symmetry structure,3000
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Figure 2.2 X-ray diffraction patterns from (a)a ceramic Sr2MgW06
target and (b) the thin film sample SMW 1 on (100) MgO. All peaksin the
film pattern can be indexed to the phases SrWO4 and MgWO4,and none
match the bulk phase.700
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Figure 2.3 X-ray diffraction patterns from (a)a ceramic Ca2MgW06
target and (b) the thin film sample on (100) MgO. The scaleof the film
pattern is large to show the intensity of the film peaksrelative to the
substrate peaks. The large film peaks do notmatch any peaks in the
bulk phase powder pattern.45
not all peak indices are given, but those clusters belongingto sets of
planes that are of concern to the use of the compoundas a substrate are
fully indexed. Two attempts to grow films of this compoundwere done
with a substrate temperature of 650 °C, and bothon-axis and off -axis
geometries. They resulted in no crystalline film growth, although there
was evidence of the deposition of an amorphous phase.
A third attempt at Ca2MgWO6 film depositionwas done on axis
with a substrate temperature of 700 °C. A majority phasewas clearly
visible, shown in comparison with the bulk pattern in Figure2.3 (b).
Although intense, the film peaks do not correspond toany in the bulk
pattern. They also did not compare to any Ca/Mg/W phasesin the
JCPDS Powder Diffraction File. Figure 2.4 showsvery low intensity film
peaks from a second phase. These do match the position ofsome of the
Ca2MgW06 bulk peaks. However, due to the high degree of peak overlap
resulting from the low symmetry of the bulk compound,it is impossible
to determine if the correct phase is growing. Due to the lowsymmetry of
the bulk compound, it is likely that films would containmany individual
crystallites, and grow in numerous orientations. This would makethe
design of reliable devices on films of this compound quite difficult.For
these reasons, this project was not pursued further.
2.3.2 Sr2BNbO6 (B Al, Ga) Thin Films
Attempts were made to deposit thin films of the cubic materials
Sr2BNbO6 (B=A1, Ga).Both materials are ordered perovskites, and
crystallize in the space group Fm3m. The unit cellconstant of the
aluminate is a = 7.794 A (or a/2 = 3.897 A), and of the gallateis a=7.894
A (or a/2=3.947 A). Table 2.2 summarizes the work done in thissystem.(103), (013), 1600 - (103), (211),
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Figure 2.4Small second phase peaks of (a)a CMW film x-ray pattern in
comparison with (b) the target material.47
Table 2.2
Deposition Conditions for Sr2A1Nb06 and Sr2GaNbO6 Thin Films
Compound/P(Ar) P (02) Tsubstrate Observations
Geometry (millitorr) (millitorr)
SAN/off-axis 41.7 8.3 650 No
crystalline
film.
SAN/on-axis 41.7 8.3 700 Apparent
SAN phase.
SGN/on-axis 41.7 8.3 700 Apparent
SGN phase.
(110)
orientation.
SGN/on-axis 41.7 8.3 725
SGN/on-axis 41.7 8.3 750
Apparent
SGN phase.
(110) and
(100)
orientations.
Apparent
SGN phase.
(100)
orientation.
Film growth was attempted in both off-axis and on-axis orientations.
Off-axis sputtering did not result in crystalline film growth.On-axis
sputtering was successful in growing a film. X-ray diffraction patterns of
this film and the source target are given in Figure 2.5. Note thepresence
of x-ray diffraction peaks in the film sample that match those in the bulk
Sr2A1NbO6 pattern. Also note the relative intensities of the (200) and
(400) peaks of the phase in the film and bulk SAN patterns. In both
cases, the intensity of the (200) is much lower than the (400); it is almost
not visible in the patterns. This is strong evidence that the film structure
is similar to the bulk structure. Film peaks are shifted to higher d-500
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Figure 2.5 X-ray diffraction patterns of (a)a SAN thin film in
comparison to (b) the bulk phase. Notice the similar peakintensities for the two phases, suggesting that thecorrect phase was grown.700
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Figure 2.6 X-ray diffraction patterns of(a) SGN thin films showing the
variation of the filni orientation with depositiontemperature. Pattern (b) is from the bulk phase.50
spacings than bulk peaks, indicatingan expanded lattice. This effect is
also seen in films of other compounds,described below.
The syntheses of films of Sr2GaNbO6were attempted with an on-
axis geometry at substrate temperatures of700, 725, and 750 °C (SGN 1,
2, and 3, respectively). All three filmsshowed evidence of a film, with
peaks that are of comparable d-spacingsto the bulk Sr2GaNbO6 pattern.
Comparing the SGN film peaks to the bulkpattern, it appears that
increasing substrate temperature results ina change in film orientation
from (110) to (100). The threescans are shown in comparison to the
target x-ray pattern in Figure 2.6.
These preliminary results suggest that filmsof SAN and SGNcan
be grown by on-axis RF magnetronsputtering, and in the desired
orientation when a high enough substratetemperature is used. The
good lattice match to YBCO, cubicsymmetry, and attractive dielectric
properties of the bulk compounds make furtherresearch into these
materials an interesting proposition.
2.3.3 Sr2GaTaO6 Thin Films
2.3.3.1 Optimization of Substrate Temperature
Sr2GaTaO6 is a cubic double perovskite. TheB and B cations (Ga
and Ta, respectively) order in thestructure, and the compound
crystallizes in the space group Fm3m. Thelattice constant of the
material is a = 7.898 A (or a/2= 3.949 A). Initial results from attempts
at sputtering films from a Sr2GaTaO6 target indicatedthat the films grew
best with the use of an on-axis sputteringgeometry.
Optimization of the substrate temperature for SGTfilm growth was
performed in an on-axis geometry witha total pressure of 50 millitorr,51
Table 2.3
X-Ray Diffraction and Composition Data for SGT Film Temperature
Optimization Depositions
Ts (°C) d (200) FWHM (200)FWHM (200)EMPA
(A) Two-ThetaRocking
Scan Curve
(degrees) (degrees)
600 3.99 .565 3.091
650 3.99 .456 2.973 Sr.63A1.44Ga.41Tai
675 3.99 .397 2.821 Sr.63A1.61Ga.3sTai
700
consisting of 8.3 mT oxygen and 41.7 mT argon. Filmswere deposited at
substrate temperatures of 600, 650, 675, and 700 °C.Films were
successfully synthesized at all temperatures but 700 °C.Table 2.3
summarizes x-ray and composition data from these films.Using the
MgO peaks as an internal standard, the distance between (200) planes
was determined for each film.In each case, the distance was 3.99 A,
compared to the bulk value of 3.94 A for Sr2GaTaO6. The full widthat
half maximum (FWHM) of the 200 peakswas calculated using peak
fitting software for a rough comparison of particle size andstrain in the
films. With increasing film growth temperature, the FWHM of the (200)
peak decreases slightly, suggesting that higher substratetemperature
can result in improved crystallinity. Rocking curve scans were performed
on the (200) peaks of these films. The degree of off-orientation growth
decreases with increasing substrate temperature, evident by the
sharpening rocking curve profiles with increasing temperature. EMPA
data suggests that the films are very strontium deficient. Thiswas also
evident in the Sr2MgWO6 depositions, as the primary phase deposited52
was MgWO4, with a lesser amount of SrWO4. The presence of both
cation vacancies and, therefore, charge balancing defects, is presumably
the reason for the observed discrepancy between bulk and film cell
parameters. Additionally, a high concentration of aluminumwas found
in the films The Sr2GaTaO6 target was determined to be of the correct
stoichiometry by EMPA.The source of the aluminum is likely
resputtering effects from the annode cap, as it was machined froman
aluminum alloy, and appeared etched aftera few months of use. The
data from these films suggests that substrate temperatures in therange
of 650 to 675 °Cresult in the best SGT film growth.
2.3.3.2 Optimization of Gas Composition
X-ray diffraction results from the temperature optimizationi
suggested that either 650 or 675 °C were good temperatures for the
growth of these films. The next series of depositions investigatedthe
effect of changing gas composition on film growth at thesetemperatures.
Conditions used in the growth of these films are given in Table 2.4. Four
different gas compositions were tested: 41.7 mT argon/8.3 mToxygen
(or 5:1 Ar:02), 45 mT argon/5 mT oxygen (9:1), 47.5 mT argon/2.5mT
oxygen (19:1), and 49 mT argon/1 mT oxygen (49:1). The filmswere
characterized by two-theta and rocking curvex-ray analysis, and by
EMPA. Results are summarized in Table 2.4.
Gas mixtures of 5:1, 9:1 and 19:1 Ar:02 all resulted in the
deposition of SGT films. It appeared from two-thetax-ray scans that the
best films, as evident by intense film diffraction peaks and the absence of
small second phase peaks, were synthesized at ratios of 9:1 and 19:1,
suggesting that gas compositions between would also be suitable. These53
Table 2.4
Results of Sputtering Gas Optimization Studies
Ts Gas d (200)FWHM (200)FWHM (200)EMPA
(°C) Mixture
(Ar:02)1
(A) Two- Theta
scan
Rocking
Curve
(degrees) (degrees)
650 5:1 3.99 0.456 2.973 Sr.53A1.44
Ga.4iTai
675 5:1 3.99 0.397 2.821 Sr.53A1.61
Ga.38Ta i 650 9:1 3.99 0.427 2.533 Sr. 53A1.45
Ga.38Tai
675 9:1 3.97 0.606 17.025 Sr.53A1.98
Ga.35Tai
675 19:1 3.96 0.556 3.723 Sr.53A1.91
Ga.3oTai
650 19:1 3.96 0.614 3.467 Sr.53A191
Ga.27Tai
650 49:1
675 49:1
'Total pressure= 50 millitorr
films appeared to have good c-axisorientation and sharp (200) peaks,
indicating good crystallinity, althoughone film grown in the 9:1 ambient
displayed a good deal of off orientation growthin the rocking curve
pattern. Progression to a lower oxygen partialpressure (49:1) resulted in
the loss of good film growth. Lattice expansion fromthe bulk Sr2GaTaO6
value was again evident. EMPA results from thesefilms indicate that all
are highly strontium deficient.The aluminum concentration is
sometimes much greater than the gallium concentration. Ifboth cations
are assumed to occupy a Ga site, the occupancy of the B and Bsites are
generally fairly close to 1:1, although thereis no reason to assume
ordering of the cations on the ideal sites in the films.54
Table 2.5
Substrate Temperature and X-Ray Analysis for SGT 1-4
Deposition #Tsubstrate d (200) FWHM (200)FWHM (200)
(°C) (A) Two-ThetaRocking
Scan Curve
(degrees) (degrees)
SGT 1 675 3.976 0.326 4.151
SGT 2 650 3.985 0.347 2.986
SGT 3 625 4.0122 0.360 1.961
SGT 4 600 3.9981 0.462 3.459
2.3.3.3 Effect of MgO Substrate Temperatureon SGT Physical Properties
i) Film Crystallinity and Thickness.With the optimization of the
argon:oxygen ratio completed in the previous experiments, the effect of
the substrate temperature on film growth, composition, andmorphology
was investigated. An Ar:02 ratio between 9:1 and 19:1 was desired when
setting gas flows into the vacuum chamber. A measured ratio of 12.25:1
was achieved. This proved good for film synthesis in test runs, andwas
subsequently maintained for the entire series. Substratetemperatures of
675, 650, 625, and 600 °C were utilized in synthesis,and a step was
made in the films with a mask to allow for thicknessmeasurements and
determinations of the film growth rates.For purposes of discussion,
these films are labeled SGT 1-4 in the following text.
Two theta and rocking curve analysison these films is summarized
in Table 2.5. A decrease in cell dimensions with increasingtemperature
is evident. All films show an expanded lattice compared to thetarget.
Two-theta FWHM measurements on the (200) peak of each filmshowed
the peak widths increase with decreasing temperature,suggesting the
presence of more strain or smaller particle sizes in the lower temperature
films. Very small particles (on the order of 50 A) could alsocause the55
Table 2.6
Film Thickness Data for SGT 1-4
Deposition #Tsubstrate DepositionFilm Growth Rate
(°C) Time (hr:min) Thickness(A / min)
(A)
SGT 1 675 4:04 2300 9.5
SGT 2 650 3:38 2200 10.0
SGT 3 625 4:00 1600 6.6
SGT 4 600 4:00 4501 -1.9
'It is difficult to measure film thickness mechanicallybelow approximately 1000 A.
apparent shift in x-ray peak positions (10), whichare evident in SGT 3
and 4 in comparison with 1 and 2. Rockingcurve FWHM measurements
showed the c-axis orientation to improve with decreasingtemperature. It
is interesting that better crystallinity, as suggested by sharper two-theta
x-ray pattern peaks, correlates with poorer c-axis orientation. X-ray phi
scans on the (220) peak of these films, given in Figure 2.7, show all to be
crystalline in the a-b plane, as evidenced by theexistence of 2 peaks
spaced 90° apart in a 190 degree scan.None of these scans were
optimized for maximum intensity, so peak intensitiesare not significant.
Film thickness data are summarized in Table 2.6. The deposition
rate seems to be dependent upon the substrate temperature, with the
rates of the films grown at higher temperatures (650 and 675 °C) being
roughly comparable. The thickness data for SGT 4 is onlyan estimate,
as the mechanical stylus is difficult to use to measure thicknesses below
about 1000 A.Film composition data from EMPA for these filmsis
given in Table 2.7.As with the earlier films, theseappear quite
strontium deficient. Again, relatively high concentrations of impurity Al
was found in the sample. The B and B' cations appear to be present ina
roughly 1:1 ratio. These results are consistent withprevious microprobe56
Table 2.7
Film Composition Data for SGT 1-4
Deposition # Tsubstrate ( °C) EMPA
SGT 1 675 Sr.ge,A1.31Ga.47Z-n. icira1
SGT 2 650 Sr.67Aliki GaAan.oiTai
SGT 3 625 Sr72A1.o4Ga.44n.70Tal
SGT 4 600 Sr.74A1.03Ga.47Zn.70Ta1
435.00
L
II
Cps
ry
YI
0 0
<0GO
e
li
Phi scale Ise.ses>
I.
)
Figure 2.7X-ray phi scans of SGT 1 (top), 2, 3, and 4, arranged top to
bottom.57
data. The strontium content is highestin SGT 1, which had the closest
lattice constant to that of the target material.This again suggests that
the lattice expansion is related to thepresence of defects.
ii) Film Morphology The morphology ofthese films was investigated with
SEM and AFM. The results from thisstudy suggested an "island"
morphology of film growth; i.e., regions ofgreater film growth surrounded
by regions of lesser growth. The largest scaleimaged was a 10 micron by
10 micron area, shown for each film in Figure2.8. From the images, it is
evident that SGT 1 has the smoothest surface.Some grainy regions are
present, and some larger defects alsoappear. These appear as white
spots on the film and are probably dueto pinholes in the film surface.
SGT 2 has perhaps the least uniformmorphology. However, while large
regions of the film are quite smooth, significant defectsare also present.
The features do not appear atany regular intervals or distribution on this
scale, as they do in SGT 1.Statistics on mean and maximum feature
height are given in Table 2.8 for each of the4 films on this scale, andare
given for both the whole samplearea and the smaller box area outlined
in the images. Comparison of the totalarea statistics with the box
statistics for SGT 2 demonstrates the largedifference between local
morphology and overall morphology. SGT3 shows the presence ofa
wider distribution of defects than SGT1, and the statistics show the
features to be rougher, both in the box andover the whole imaged area.
SGT 4 has a very grainy, yet regular, morphology.All features in this
image appear to be evenly distributedover the range of the image, unlike
SGT 2 and 3.58
Table 2.8
Statistics from SEM Images of SGT 1-4
Film Mean MaximumIn Box: Mean In Box: Max.
Feature Size Feature Size Feature SizeFeature Size
(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm)
10 micron x
10 micron
SGT 1 5.5 95 2 26
SGT 2 112 1640 10 88
SGT 3 7 241 6 66
SGT 4 14 330 13 122
0.5 micron x
0.5 micron
SGT 1 1 11
SGT 2 3 32 2 15
SGT 3 3 35 2 15
SGT 4 7 69
Figure 2.9 shows a 0.5 x 0.5 micron magnificationof the previous
SEM images of the four films. Justas with the larger area image, the
smoothest morphology is found in SGT1. One defect approximately 50-
70 manometers across appears in theimage; the remainder of the image
appears extremely smooth and featureless. The other filmsappear quite
rough, and seem to displayan island morphology. The image of SGT 2 at
this scale was taken fromone of the smoother areas of the film, and
avoided the large defects. From thestatictics, it is apparent that the film
surfaces tend to smooth out at highersynthesis temperatures.
AFM images from each filmare shown in Figure 2.10. Note the
different vertical scale on each image.The different shaded regionsare
generated topographies. Once again, SGT1 appears the smoothest film.
With a vertical scale of 10 nm/division, SGT1 appears to be composed of
slight, smooth irregularities, andno abrupt features. SGT 2, 3, and 4are*
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Figure 2.9 0.5 micron x 0.5 micron area SEM images of (a) SGT 1, (b)
SGT 2, (c) SGT 3, and (d) SGT 4.100
(a)
nu
(b)
61
IM
(c) (d)
Figure 2.10 AFM images of (a) SGT 1 (vertical scale = 10 nm/division),
(b) SGT 2 (20 nm/division), (c) SGT 3 (25 nm/division), and (d) SGT 4 (50
nm/division).62
all composed of abrupt bumps, witha good deal of variation in height.
The features in SGT 4 are about twiceas large as those in SGT 2 and 3.
The shapes of the features appear to beconsistent from sample to
sample.It is not known whether the rounded shape of the growth
islands is a true image, or whether it isan artifact from a dull AFM tip.
iii) Strain and Particle Size AnalysisReferring back to the two-thetax-
ray data from these films, the pattern of SGT 2 is unique among all SGT
films in that four peaks from the (h00) class ofreflections are of
measurable intensity, and are distinctly separated from thesubstrate
peaks. The plot is given in Figure 2.11 (a). This allowedthe calculation
of the strain and average particle size in the film alongthe (h00) direction
using a Williamson-Hall plot. This plot allows the extraction ofcrystallite
size and strain (a unitless quantity definedas the change in cell
constant/average cell constant) through measurements of the peak
widths from a powder x-ray data set.
The function plotted is
/3cosek /(180/x)./ T+4esinek (2.1)
where fl is the FWHM of the peak, 9k isone half the angle two-theta, A is
the wavelength of the radiation, 2 is the crystallitesize, and e is the
strain.Plotting /3 cos 9(x / 180) on the y-axisvs. 4sin 0 on the x-axis
yields the strain as the slope of the plot and A /2 as the y-intercept, from
which the particle size is easily calculated.See reference 11 for a
complete description of this analysis. Thesame analysis was performed
on the target Sr2GaTaO6 pattern for comparison. The (200), (400), (600),
and (800) peaks of the SGT 2 x-ray patternwere all fit using a standard10000
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Figure 2.11(a) Two-theta x-ray diffraction scan of SGT 2 showing the
series of (h00) reflections, and Williamson-Hall plot of (b) SGT 2 filmx-
ray data. The slope of the line gives the strain in the film, and the particle
size is calculated from the intercept. The film strain is approximately5.3
times that of the bulk.64
pseudo-Voight 1 routine in the Siemens Diffrac-AT softwarepackage (12).
The resulting Williamson-Hall plot is shownin Figure 2.11 (b). All points
fall very close to the best fit line. The slope of theline gives the strain as
.004, compared to a value of .0007 for the bulk.This shows the film to
have a strain about 5 times that of the bulk.With a wavelength of
1.54056 for the Cu Kai radiation, the particlesize was determined to be
about 521 A along the (100) direction. The particlesize in the bulk was
found to be about 1377 A. The film particlesize suggests that about 3
grain boundaries exist between the substrate and film surface.
Attempts were made to refine the occupancies ofthe atomic
positions in the film using the GSAS (General StructuralAnalysis
Software) program (13), as the software allowsrefinement of data along
particular crystallographic directions. The filmpeak profiles proved too
difficult to fit using the profile functionsin the software, and the
refinement was impractical.
2.3.4 Sr2AlTaO6 Thin Films
Sr2AITaO6, like Sr2GaTaO6, isan ordered double perovskite that
crystallizes in the space group Fm3m. The cellconstant of this material
is 7.794 A, or a/2 = 3.897 A. Once the SGT film growthconditions were
optimized, attempts were made to synthesize SATfilms under the same
conditions. These attemptsare summarizedin Table 2.9. Depositions
were again performed using a sputtering gaspressure of 50 mT, and an
Ar:02 ratio of 12.25:1. Thesame temperatures as attempted in SGT film
synthesis were tried for the SAT films.No SAT films grew at
temperatures below 650 °C. The other temperature filmsare labeled SAT
1, 2, and 3 (650, 675, and 700 °C respectively)for the purpose of65
Table 2.9
Growth Conditions and X-Ray Peak Analysis for SATFilms
Deposition #Tsubstrate d (200) FWHM (200)FWHM (200)
(°C) (A) Two-ThetaRocking
Scan Curve
(degrees) (degrees)
SAT 1 650 3.986 0.360 2.523
SAT 2 675 3.985 0.348 2.625
SAT 3 700 3.964 0.307 3.160
discussion. Trends in the x-ray analysis for the films shownin Table 2.9
are consistent with the trends observed in the SGT films. As the growth
temperature increases, the (200) peak width decreases, showing
improving crystallinity with increasing temperature. Also withincreasing
temperature comes an increase in the rockingcurve width, revealing a
greater amount of off -orientation growth. No film thicknessdata for
these films were obtained, as they proved to betoo thin to use the
mechanical stylus reproducibly. All filmswere probably less than 1000 A
thick, despite 4 hour sputtering times. Therefore, thesputtering rates of
SAT films are lower than those of SGT films ata given temperature. Phi
scans performed on these films showed all to have good a-b plane
crystallinity.
EMPA data for these films is given in Table 2.10. Because theSGT
films from the previous section displayeda high concentration of Al as an
impurity, the SAT films were examined for Gaas an impurity. The
quantity of Ga found in the films was negligible in comparison with the
quantity of Al (approximately one part per hundred). In addition,the
films were checked for Zn, as sputtering experiments involvingZnO were
being carried out alternately with the SAT depositions. TheZn66
Table 2.10
Electron Microprobe Analysis Data for SAT Films
Deposition # Ts (°C) Stoichiometry
SAT 1 650 Sr.84A1.62Zn.26Ta1
SAT 2 675 Sr.71A1.63Zn.soTa1
SAT 3 700 Sr.82A1.51Zna iTai
contamination in the chamber after cleaningwas high enough that the
quantity of Zn in the films was not negligible, ranging fromone fifth of
the concentration of Al to an equalconcentration.X-ray diffraction
patterns seem to show a single phase, with peak positionsthat would be
expected for a structure similar to the bulkstructure of SAT, and no ZnO
peaks were evident in any of the patterns.It is therefore possible that
the Zn is incorporating itself into thestructure. As Zn2+ is not known in
a 12 coordinate environment, (the Sr2+ is in the perovskite structure),
and the ionic radius of Zn (0.74 A, C. N. 6)is very small compared to that
of Sr (1.44 A, C. N. 12), it is likely that theZn occupies the B cation site.
Consistent with previous microprobeon SGT films, the SAT films are
strontium deficient. The B:B ' cation ratiosare further from 1:1 than for
the SGT films.
SEM studies were performed on these filmsover areas of 10 x 10
microns and 0.5 x 0.5 micron, with the exception ofSAT 3, which was
scanned at 5 x 5 microns instead of 10x 10. The results are tabulated in
Table 2.11. The results are interesting in that,when comparing a small
film area to a larger one, the trends inincreasing roughness are reversed.
From the 10 x 10 micron images, shown in Figure2.12, the surface
seems to become smoother as the substrate temperature is increased.
The mean feature size is approximately thesame for all films, but the67
Table 2.11
Statistics from SEM Images of SAT 1, 2, and 3
Film Mean MaximumIn Box: Mean In Box: Max.
Feature Size Feature Size Feature SizeFeature Size
(run) (rim) (rim) (nm)
10 x 10
micron
SAT 1 7 209 5 59
SAT 2 6 94 4 58
SAT 31 7 74
0.5 x 0.5
micron
SAT 1 3 27
SAT 2 3 34
SAT 3 5 47
1Statistics for SAT 3 are from a 5 x 5 micronarea.
maximum feature size decreases with increasing temperature, suggesting
the extra thermal energy allows the atoms to migratemore after
adsorbing to the growing film surface, thereby smoothing out the film.
However, on the 0.5 micron scale (Figure 2.13), the order is reversed,
with SAT 3 showing the greatest degree of roughness. This film does
show the most consistency in surface characteristics between thetwo
scales, suggesting that higher temperatures promote the growth ofa
more homogeneously structured film. SAT 1 and 2 appear to have a
more irregular topography, with a wider variety of defect sizes, spaced at
less regular intervals, in comparison with SAT 3. Most likely, the smaller
area images were taken from the relatively smooth portions of SAT 1 and
SAT 2.
AFM images of the films show all of the film surfaces to be
irregular.The images are given in Figure 2.14.All consist of the
rounded bumps seen in the lower temperature SGT films. Onceagain, itf
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Figure 2.13 0.5 x 0.5 micron area SEM images of (a) SAT 1 (650 °C), (b)
SAT 2 (675 °C), and (c) SAT 3 (700 °C).100
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Figure 2.14 AFM images of (a) SAT 1 (vertical scale=30 nm/division), (b)
SAT 2 (10 nm/division), and (c) SAT 3 (20 nm/division).71
is uncertain whether the roundness of the featuresis physically present,
or an experimental artifact from a dull AFM stylus.From the vertical
scale of the measurements, itappears that SAT 2 has the smoothest
morphology, but recall that, ona larger scale, the surface of this film is
quite irregular. This image once againwas taken from one of the more
ideal surface regions rather than froma defect heavy area. The vertical
scale needed to image this filmwas 10 nin/division, although some of the
peaks pinned the top of the scale. Some of thepeaks did the same with
the SAT 3 image, although the vertical scalewas 20 nm/division. A scale
of 30 nm/division was needed to clearlyimage the SAT 1 surface.
2.3.5 YBa2Cu3O7 / Double Perovskite Thin FilmMulti layer Structures
In the previous set of experiments, itwas determined that SGT and
SAT were possible candidates foruse in multilayer structures with
superconducting thin filmsIn this section, results from experimentson
making multilayer thin film structuresare presented. YBCO films on
LaA103 substrates were obtained fromConductus, Inc.Attempts to
synthesize thin films of Sr2GaTaO6 and Sr2AlTa06via RF magnetron
sputtering on these substrates were madein both off-axis and on-axis
configurations. The runs attemptedare summarized in Table 2.12. The
films were grown using the sputteringgas conditions found to be optimal
in the previous experiments (50 mT, 12.25:1 Ar:02).The RF power was
not varied from the set value of approximately50 W. The substrates
were heated at a rate of 10 °C/minute to the depositiontemperature in a
200 millitorr oxygen ambient. Coolingwas performed more slowly (5
°C/min.) to 400 °C, where the filmswere held for a 6 hour anneal in
approximately 20 torr oxygen. From here, thecooling rate was increased72
Table 2.12
Growth Conditions and Results of LaA1O3 / YBa2Cu3O7/SGT and SAT
Thin Film Multi layers (x=2.5 inches except wherenoted)
Deposition # TsubstrateDepositionDesired EMPA / Other
(°C) GeometryPhase Visible Comments
in X-ray?
YBCO/SGT 1 675
YBCO/SGT 2 675
YBCO/SGT 3 675
YBCO/SGT 4 675
on-axis
x= 2.0 in
on-axis
on-axis
off-axis
no La0.71A14.55
Y1Ba1.85Cu i.o3
Sr5.5Ga ifa3.57
Etched YBCO
film.
yes
yes
yes
La0.66Al2.82
YiBa1.43Cui.66
Sr3.69Ga 1Ta3.*7
d(200) = 3.99 A
Tc = -80 K
d(200) = 3.99 A
Lao. 63A13.36
Y1Ba1.72Cu2.16
Sr5.89GaiTa2,71
d(200)=4.02 A
Te=-87K
YBCO/SAT 1 700
YBCO/SAT 2 700
YBCO/SAT 3 700
(4 hours
or less)
YBCO/SAT 4 700
on-axis
on-axis
off -axis
off -axis
no Ba2Sr2A1207
was only phase
grown.
no No film grown.
no Y(Ba,Sr)2Cu3O7
only phase.
yes (200), (400)
weak but
present.
d(400) = 2.02 A73
to 10 °C/min to room temperature. All filmswere characterized by x-ray
diffraction, and selected films by EMPA, Tcdetermination by mutual
inductance, etch resistance tests, andx-ray phi scans.
X-ray and microprobe results from thesedepositions are
summarized in Table 2.12. The results from theYBCO/SGT multilayer
films were encouraging. An attempt to depositan SGT film on YBCO in
an on-axis geometry with the heater 2.0 inches from thetarget surface
resulted in the etching of the YBCO filmMoving the substrate to a
distance of 2.5 inches resulted in good SGT film growthand no etching of
the YBCO. SEM photographs of this surface, shownin Figure 2.15,
revealed a very regular surface,more regular than those of SGT films on
MgO. Small defects, possibly pinholes,are present, but in smaller
densities than the SGT films on MgO. Anon-axis film (YBCO/SGT 3)
was synthesized for analysis at Conductus. TT measurements[Figure
2.16 (a)] revealed the onset of the superconductingtransision to be about
80 K (87K prior to SGT deposition). The latticeconstants of both of these
films were expanded relative to bulk Sr2GaTaO6,as with films on MgO.
The EMPA results for these filmswere surprising, as the films were found
to be strontium rich. However, the substrate stoichiometryalso appears
to be far off the ideal 1:1 La:Al ratio, whichis highly unlikely in large
commercial single crystals; this suggests that thesestoichiometries are
questionable.
Off-axis SGT films were also successfullygrown on YBCO. EMPA
verified the presence of all elements. Thelattice constant was more
greatly expanded in this film than in the on-axis films.SEM photographs
revealed a very smooth surface, much like that ofthe on-axis film. The
Tc of the YBCO beneath this filmwas broadened, but the onset wasIIBSE
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Figure 2.15SEM photographs of (a) YBCO/SGT 1, (b) YBCO/SGT 2
(both on-axis, and (c) YBCO/SGT 4 (off-axis).(a) and (b) were
synthesized on-axis, and (c) was off-axis.Notice the etched YBCO
surface in (a). This was remedied in (b) by moving the substrate farther
from the sputtering gun.V (UV)
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Figure 2.16 Tc plot of SGT films deposted on a LaA1O3 substrate/YBCO
film structure by (a) on axis and (b) off-axis sputtering.(a)
(b)
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Figure 2.17SEM photographs from YBCO/SGT film etch tests. The left
side of the films were masked prior to the etch. The resulting filmswere
backlit for the photograph to illuminate pinholes where the YBCOwas
etched away. Figure (a) is from the on-axis film, and (b) is from the off-
axis.77
higher than that of the on-axisgrown sample (87 K, shown in Figure
2.16 (b)). However, an etch rate test performedon the superconducting
layer in this structure and the on-axisgrown structure showed the latter
to etch at a much slower rate. This suggests thatthe on-axis grown
dielectric film is thicker and more structurally homogeneousthan the off-
axis film, resulting in less penetration of the etchant solution.SEM
photographs of the two films after the etch testwas performed are shown
in Figure 2.17. The right side of each film givenin the figure was
exposed to the etch, and the left was protected bya mask. After etching,
the films were backlit to illuminate pinholes, which becomevisible as the
YBCO is etched from these regions. The photographsshow the on-axis
film to have only a few pinholes, while the off-axis filmhas many.
The epitaxy of the on-axis and off-axis depositedSGT films on
YBCO was verified by x-ray phiscans, shown in Figure 2.18. This figure
contains two pairs of traces. The top trace in the top pair isa phi scan of
the YBCO (220) peak, and just beneath isa scan of the SGT (220) peak
from the on-axis film. The positions of the peaksare offset by about 4°,
showing that the SGT film grew onlya small degree off orientation
relative to the YBCO. The bottom two traces depict thesame relationship
for the off-axis film. The overlapping YBCO and SGTpeaks show that the
SGT film grew epitaxially.
Less success was met with attempts in synthesizing SAT filmson
the YBCO/LaA103 substrates.Attempts at growing on-axis films
resulted in the formation of Ba2Sr2A1207. Results fromattempts at on-
axis film growth were no more encouraging, with onlyone film showing
evidence of a (400) peak, and none showinga (200).The films were not
characterized by microprobe or Tc measurements.420.8
L
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Figure 2.18 Phi-scans of YBCO and SGT(220) peaks showing the
growth orientation of the film relative to thesubstrate for the on-axis (top
traces) and off-axis (bottom traces) films.
2.4Discussion
Experiments performed with the compoundsCa2MgWO6 and
Sr2MgW06 showed that these compoundsare not suitable for
applications involving heterostructures withsuperconducting thin films.
The calcium compound is of too lowa symmetry to be a good candidate.
Films with peaks matching positions ofsome of those of the bulk were
grown, but the high number of peaks found ina small two-theta range of
the bulk makes the films extremely difficultto analyze.If films were
grown, it is very likely that they would grow with multipleorientations,
and have unpredictably located grain boundaries.Since the dielectric
constant of a non-cubic material isan anisotropic property, it would79
likely change at each grain boundary. This would makethe design of
precision microwave electronics using this material impossible. Films of
Sr2MgWO6 were initially of more interest. The symmetry of the material
is tetragonal; this is of equal or higher symmetry thanmany substrates
in use or under study today. The pseudocubic lattice constant (3.945 A)
is small enough to reduce strain in superconducting filmsgrown on the
material. However, all attempts at synthesizing this film resultedin the
growth of SrWO4 and MgWO4. The composition of the products show
that strontium is either not sputtered from the target at thesame rate as
the magnesium and tungsten, or does not adsorb to thegrowing film
surface as well. In either case, the lack of strontium in thegrowing film
probably causes the other oxides to form.Strontium deficiencies were
noticed in other films, but they seemed to be less affected bythe off-
stoichiometry compositions. For these reasons, the films sputtered from
the A2MgWO6 targets were determined to be unsuitable foruse in
applications with high temperature superconducting thin films.
Films of the cubic double perovskite family Sr2BB 06, with B=A1or
Ga and B =Nb or Ta, proved to be the most potentially applicable of
those
studied in this investigation. The niobateswere not studied in the same
detail as the tantalates, but are definitely of high interest dueto their
predicted low dielectric constant. Because niobium has fewer electrons
than tantalum, it is expected that the niobium 5+ ion is less polarizable
than the tantalum 5+.Indeed, in refering to Shannon s table of ion
polarizabilities (14), the ion polarizability of Nb5+ is 3.98 A3, while that of
Ta5+ is 4.75 A3. With all other ions in the structureremaining the same,80
Table 2.13
Predicted Polarizabilities and DielectricConstants of Sr2BB ' 06 Double
Perovskites
Compound Polarizability (A3) ecalculated
Sr2A1Nb06 25.30 1.865
Sr2AITaO6 26.06 1.898
Sr2GaNbO6 26.01 1.854
Sr2GaTaO6 26.77 1.884
the dielectric constant should be lower for theniobates. Similarly, the
use of aluminum instead of gallium on the 3-1- sitemay be expected to
have a similar effect, as the ion polarizability of A134-is 0.79 A3, while that
of Ga3+ is 1.50 A3. The predicted molecularpolarizabilities, calculated
using values from Shannon ' s table,are given in Table 2.13. The
Claussius-Mossotti equation predicts the dielectricconstant to scale as a
function of a/Vm (where a is the polarizabilityand Vm is the molar
volume), rather than just asa function of the polarizability. Therefore, a
larger unit cell can compensate fora larger polarizability. The calculated
values predict that the lowest dielectricconstant would be found in SGN,
followed by SAN, SGT, and SAT. Highertemperatures seem necessary to
synthesize the niobate films. At a temperature of700 °C, the SGN film
grew in the (110) direction only. At 725 °C, both (110) and(100) oriented
materials were evident, and a temperature of 750°C resulted in the
growth of a purely (100) oriented film. The hightemperatures are not a
problem in themselves for film growth, and shouldnot affect the use of
the material as a buffer layer substrate. However,attempts at growing
SAT films on the YBCO /LaA1O3 substratesat these temperatures
resulted in a reaction between the superconductingand dielectric film81
materials, and the formation of undesiredimpurity phases. Therefore, it
is desirable to keep the synthesistemperature as low as possible if the
film is to be used in direct contact withYBCO. The tantalates, especially
SGT, proved easier to grow at lowertemperatures.
Films of SGT were synthesized ata range of temperatures and gas
compositions, allowing the conditions to be optimized.It was found that
the best Ar:02 ratio for the synthesis ofthese films was between 9:1 and
19:1. For subsequent experiments,a value intermediate to these two
compositions was used (12.25:1) with good results.In the x-ray results,
it was found that the width of the (200) peakin the two-theta scan
decreases with increasing film growthtemperature while the width of the
rocking curve pattern increases withincreasing growth temperature.
This suggests that at lower temperatures,the films have smaller particle
sizes or higher strain, or both. In the highertemperature films, particle
sizes may be larger, or strain may be lessened, butthe films grow more
off orientation. From the microprobedata, the films are againvery
strontium deficient. This cation deficiency is perhapsthe cause of the
observed unit cell disparity between bulk andthin film samples; a shift
of the (200) peak to higher d-spacingsis present in all film x-ray
patterns. Some kind of compensation would benecessary to account for
charge balance with the presence of cationvacancies. Oxygen vacancies
would be the most likely candidate. Thestrain caused by the film /MgO
lattice mismatch may additionally expandthe films.Thicker films
showed less expansion than thinner films,and also sometimes showed
increased strontium content, furthersuggesting that vacancies result in
the observed lattice expansion.82
Structure factor calculations were performed to examine the effect
of strontium deficiency on a calculatedx-ray pattern. From electron
density considerations, it is expected thata decrease in the strontium
occupancy should result in an increase of the (200) and (600)x-ray
peaks relative to the (400). Peaks from the filmpattern were fit with
software to obtain intensities. It was found that the film (200)intensity
was higher in comparison to the (400) intensity relative to the bulk
phase. Using a model structure and calculating theoreticalintensities,
all four visible (h00) reflection intensities could be fit byvarying the A
and B cation site thermal parameters and the Sroccupancy. The Sr site
occupancy was calculated to be 0.8 with this method. The resulting
thermal parameters were too high to be a physically meaningfulmeasure
of thermal motion (B=8 for the A site, 4.5 for the B site).This possibly
signifies a great degree of positional disorder in thestructures.
The substrate temperature was shown to affect othervariables in
the SGT films, such as film growth rate. The growthrates for the 675
and 650 °C films are fairly similar, but further decreasein temperature
(holding all other deposition variables constant) greatly reducesthe film
growth rate, until it is approximately a factor of 5 lowerat 600 °C. Film
morphology was also affected to a large degree by thegrowth
temperature. From the SEM and AFM images, the 675 °C filmappears
the most uniform. This is expected, as the highertemperatures allow
adsorbed atoms to migrate more readilyon the growing film surface,
resulting in more even film growth. Aneven surface is desired in a buffer
layer, as planarization of a rough substate surfacemay improve
subsequent film growth. It is also beneficial togrow this buffer layer at
as low a temperature as possible to minimize the possibility of reactions83
between the buffer layer and the substrate,or any films being grown in
direct contact with the buffer layer. The factthat thick and smooth SGT
films could be synthesized ata relatively low temperature is encouraging.
Good quality SAT films have been reportedpreviously in the
literature, but were grown by metalorganicCVD (5) and laser ablation (6).
No report of synthesis by sputtering hasyet been published.In this
work, many of the same trends foundin the SGT films grown at different
temperatures were evident in the SAT filmsas well. The EMPA data
shows the films to once again be quitestrontium deficient. The target
stoichiometry was also examined by EMPA, and foundto be correct. A
group at Conductus reported the same strontium deficiencyproblem in
RF-magnetron sputtered SAT films (15).They reported progress in
solving the problem by changing thegeometry of the sputtering system.
As the substrate was moved closer to thetarget, the strontium content
seemed to increase, and even approach that of thebulk.
As the growth temperature increased for theSAT films, the (200)
peak grew sharper, but further off orientation,as in the SGT films. With
the increase in temperature alsocame a decrease in the lattice constant.
However, the lattice constantnever came as close to the bulk value
(closest film=7.928 A, bulk=7.794 A, difference=0.134 A)as for the SGT
films (closest film=7.952 A, bulk=7.898 A,difference=0.054 A).
Furthermore, the films proved to be too thinto get good mechanical
thickness measurements. Williamson-Hall analysiswas not possible on
these films, as either the (600) and (800) filmpeaks were not visible in
the pattern (both are of very small intensity),or the (400) and (800) peaks
were on the shoulder of a saturated substrate peak, andwere therefore
impossible to fit with available software. SEM andAFM images revealed84
the surface of these films to be rougherthan those of the SGT films.
Moreover, the highest substrate temperaturesdid not result in smooth
films, but did result in reactions withYBCO. Because of the rough
morphology of the films, and the highertemperatures necessary to grow
these films in comparison with the SGT films,the SAT films seem less
suitable for use as a buffer layer whengrown by RF sputtering. It is still
an attractive candidate for a buffer layer grown by othermethods, as
reported previously in the literature.
The results of the SGT/YBCO multilayerfilms on lanthanum
aluminum oxide are encouraging. Theon-axis growth of this structure
preserved the superconductivity of the YBCO,although the TT was
depressed to a greater degree than that ofother heterostructures
reported (6).Optimization of the synthesis conditions couldpossibly
remedy this. The film appeared quite smoothby SEM, and the pinhole
density, as measured qualitatively by the etchresistance of the YBCO
inner layer, was low. The off-axis growth of theSGT on YBCO also
resulted in what appeared to bea good film by x-ray and SEM analysis,
but the etch test revealed a higherconcentration of holes in the film. The
TT of the YBCO in this heterostructurewas not as severely depressed as
that of the on-axis SGT film, but thetransition range was broadened.
Another interesting aspect of these depositionswas that the lattice
constant of the SGT was not closer to the bulk than theSGT films grown
on MgO. The periodicity of the YBCO lattice, if itis serving as the
template for the SGT film growth, should resultin compressive strain in
the growing film, as the lattice constants,and therefore the distances
between good adsorption sites,are smaller for YBCO than the
interatomic distances in SGT. However, itwas found that the SGT film85
still had an expanded lattice. This supports theconclusion that intrinsic
defects are the primary cause of the latticeexpansion in the structure. It
would be desirable to minimize these vacancies,as the resulting defects
may have detrimental effects on the dielectric behavior. It isencouraging
that the cation occupations can be adjusted throughrefinements in the
geometry of the sputtering system. The SAVYBCOexperiments were not
as successful, as most attempts resulted in reactions between the
superconductor and dielectric films.
2.5Conclusions
Experiments on growing buffer layer thin films of thematerials
Sr2A1Nb06, Sr2AJTaO6, Sr2GaNbO6, and Sr2GaTaCtsuggest that films
produced from these targets are all good candidates foruse as buffer
layers.In particular, Sr2GaTaO6 seemed to bea good material for
synthesis via RF magnetron sputtering,as good quality films with
smooth surfaces could be grown at temperatures lower thanthe other
compounds, and in different sputtering geometries, allowingthe process
to be adapted to different situations. Additionally, this compoundwas
shown to be suitable for use in multilayerheterostructures with
superconducting thin films, as the film grewas an epitaxial single phase
on YBCO, and the superconducting properties of the YBCOwere
preserved, although TT was depressed tosome degree.Further
optimization of the deposition process could perhaps remedythis.
Results with Sr2AITaO6 seem to show that this materialis less suitable
for use in multilayer heterostructures synthesized bysputtering due to
chemical reactions between the superconductor and thegrowing
dielectric film. However, the material is stillan attractive candidate as a86
buffer layer substrate, as the bulk compound hasa closer lattice match
to YBCO than Sr2GaTaO6. More work is neededon the niobates to draw
firm conclusions on their suitability; however, theyare very attractive for
future work due to their relatively low predicteddielectric constant. The
compounds A2MgWO6 were determined to be unsuitabledue to their low
symmetry and tendency to deposit as binary oxides.
I would like to thank Laura L. H. King of Hewlett Packard,Inc.
(formerly of Conductus, Inc.) for her assistancein obtaining x-ray phi
scan, SEM, Te, and AFM data on the films, and Roger Nielson for his
assistance in obtaining EMPA data.87
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Chapter 3
Structural Studies of the Solid Solution (Lai.1Srx)A103y
3.1Introduction
Lanthanum aluminate, LaA1O3, is one of the most commonly used
substrate materials in high temperature superconducting thin film
microwave technology, and, in many ways, is the best of these. The
lattice dimension of the film growth face (the rhombohedral (110), which
is the pseudo-cubic (100)), is 3.79 A. This is slightly smaller than the
lattice constants of the superconductors YBCO (a=3.84 A, b=3.88 A)and
TBCCO (a=3.857 A), which results in only a small degree ofcompressive
strain in the growing film. The dielectric constant of the material (er=23-
24) (1,2), while higher than that of substrates for standardmicrowave
circuits, is still low enough to allow for good signal speed, and the
dielectric loss is extremely low (8=3 x 10-5 @ -2.3 GHz) (2), allowing for
good transmission of microwave power in resonators, filters, and other
passive components. Films of superconductors grownon lanthanum
aluminate typically outperform films grownon other substrates (1), with
high critical currents, and good epitaxial growth demonstratedby sharp
rocking curve profiles (3). The coefficient of thermal expansion (1.1x
10-5 °C-1) is very close to that of YBCO (1.26x 10-5 °C-1), and better than
the other common substrates, which minimizes the possibility of film
cracking as a result of thermal expansion differences when cooling from
film growth temperature or to device operationtemperature.The
properties seem ideal until the problems associated with the
rhombohedral symmetry and phase transitionare considered.89
LaA1O3 crystallizes in the rhombohedral space group Ric, and has
unit cell constants of a=5.356 A and a=60.1°. If a were exactly 60.0°, the
lattice would be metrically cubic. The unit cell is depicted in Figure 3.1,
along with an extended view of the structure, tomore clearly show its
similarity to that of the ideal perovskite. The distortion in the structure
is twofold, in that the corner sharing octahedra of the ideal perovskite
structure are tilted relative to one another, and the octrahedra
themselves are flattened slightly along one threefold axis. Upon heating,
the material undergoes a phase transition from the rhombohedral unit
cell to the ideal cubic perovskite structure (space group Pm 3m). This
phase transition was originally studied by high temperaturex-ray
diffraction, and was reported in 1956 by Geller and Bala to occur around
435 °C (4). A high temperature x-ray diffraction study by Coutures and
Coutures in 1984 found the transition to occur at 500 °C (5). O'Bryan et
at studied the phase transition by diffraction and heat capacity
measurements in 1989, and found results consistent with the study by
Coutures and Coutures (6). In this study, the peak splittings were visible
to a temperature of near 500 °C. The rhombohedral angle changed
smoothly as a function of temperature, and was calculated to become
cubic at 500 °C by extrapolation. Dilatometry detected no first order
phase transition or abrupt volume change in this region. With the
smooth change in lattice constants that accompanies the phase
transition, little damage is induced in films grown on this substrate upon
cooling after deposition. The formation of substrate twin planes does
occur, however. Couple this with an anisotropy in the dielectric constant
of around 10% for different crystallographic directions (7), and the
problems with the material become more obvious. Because resonator(a)
(b)
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Figure 3.1 (a)The rhombohedral unit cell of LaA1O3, and(b) the
extended structure, showing the similarityto the ideal perovskite
structure (given in Figure 1.1). The (110) planesare shaded. These are
the (100) planes in the cubic structure.91
dimensions must be designed with an exact knowledge ofthe dielectric
constant of the substrate, the formation of twins at random placesin the
substrate makes the design of suchcomponents with any reliability
impossible.
By purely geometrical arguments, lanthanumaluminate is
expected to be cubic, as demonstrated its tolerance factorof 1.016. Due
to the otherwise ideal properties of the material, it wouldbe desirable to
change the symmetry of the compound, whilepreserving the desired
properties.Groups in the past have investigated the effect ofthe
substitution of different cations into the structure. Thesehave been
done as simple one-cation substitutions,as well as solid solutions
between the lanthanum aluminate and cubic perovskites.The basic idea
is to increase the average size of the A cation to stabilizethe cubic 12
coordinate site. The first study done in thisarea was an attempt to
determine the phase diagram of the (LaA103)1-x/(SfriO3)x solid solution
by Bednoz and Muller (8). They found the systemto be soluble across
the whole composition range. A study of the rhombohedral-cubicphase
transition revealed that the phase transition temperature decreasedwith
increasing SrTiO3 fraction, but did not reachroom temperature through
a fraction of 80% strontium titanate.Moreover, past this point, an
uncertain region exists where the symmetry of the materialcould be
Ric, Pm3m, or /Vmcm, which SfriO3 transforms to upon cooling to
105 K. This system was investigatedas a potential substrate system by
Vanderah et al, along with lanthanum aluminate solidsolutions of
SrZr03. SrMgOF2, and SrScO2F (9).Only the La/Al/Sr/Ti and
La/Al/Sr/Mg/F oxide systems formedpure products. Peak splitting
decreased to undetectable levels with the addition of 25%SfriO3, but the92
peaks were greatly broadened.No quantitative analysis or x-ray
refinements were performed.
Another solid solution that has been investigated is that of
lanthanum aluminate and the cubic double perovskites Sr2AlTa06and
Sr2A1Nb06 (10). The entire solubility rangewas not investigated; only
the compounds 0.7[SrA10.6Ta0.5031-0.3[LaA103] and 0.7[SrA10.5Nbo.503]-
0.3[LaA103] were synthesized, along with the neodynium gallate
analogues. The choice of the SAT and SAN perovskitesas end members
in lanthanum aluminate solid solutions is sensible,as the dielectric
constants of these compounds are superior to those of LaA1O3 (er=11.8
for ceramic SAT, and 18.7 for SAN), and the losstangents are
comparable. X-ray powder diffraction showed a single phase product
with an ordered cubic structure. Dielectric measurements showed the
products to have dielectric properties similar to the lanthanum
aluminate. The growth of small crystal fiberswas successful by a laser
heated pedestal technique, and other groups have reported growth of
single crystals in this system by the Czochralski technique (11).
Interest in LaA1O3 as an oxygen ion conductor fueled studieson
the substitution of various divalent cations into the structure to create
oxygen ion vacancies (for example, see ref. 12).One study of these
materials investigated which site the substitutional cations assumedin
the structure by an investigation of unit cell parameter changesas a
function of doping level (13). With the Sr doped sample,a slight, but
smooth, increase in the lattice parameter was found with increasing Sr
concentration. In the study, however, the lattice angle was treatedas
constant. With the ionic radius of 12-coordinate Sr2+ (1.44 A) being93
larger than that of La3+ (1.36 A), it is likely that the lattice angle will
change along with the unit cell length upon substitution of Sr forLa.
The most recent appearance of Sr doped LaA103 in the literature
reported the synthesis of this compoundas an impurity growing on the
surface of polycrystalline pellets of materials in the SrLaA104-BaLaA104
system (14). X-ray diffraction and EMPA studies indicated thatas little
as 1.5% to 3% strontium, along with less than 0.3% barium, doped into
lanthanum aluminate was sufficient to change the symmetry to cubic.
The structural work was not detailed, however, in thatno refinements
were reported, and no systematic investigation of the substitution was
performed.
The original intention of the work presented herewas to attempt to
grow thin films of the 3% Sr cubic lanthanum aluminate. Upon making
a target of the material, however, it was discovered that the compound
doped to this level was not cubic, and that past reports of thesystem in
the literature were quite incomplete, especially in thearea of structural
information. Thus, a range of compounds in the solid solution (Lai_
xSrx)A103.y were synthesized and studied through powderx-ray
diffraction. The unit cells of all synthesized compoundswere refined
using the GSAS (General Structural Analysis Software) Rietveld
refinement software package (15).The structure of a high Sr
concentration compound was investigated with neutron diffraction to
study its symmetry and oxygen content and positions. Finally, highSr
concentration samples were annealed in different gas environmentsin
attempts to reduce and oxidize the compound.94
3.2Experimental
Referring to the general formula (Lai_xSrx)A103_y, compoundswith
x=0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.11, 0.13,0.15, and 0.17 were
synthesized via standard solid state techniques.Stoichiometric amounts
of powders of La203 (Aldrich, 99.99%), SrCO3(Mallinckrodt, 99.9%), and
A1203 (Aldrich, 99.8%) were ground together withan agate mortar and
pestle. The mixtures were transferred to alumina cruciblesand heated to
1300 °C for 10 hours in air.After this treatment, the powderswere
reground and heated to 1400 °C for 10 hours. Powderx-ray diffraction
patterns were taken between each heating cycle. After goingto 1400 °C,
x-ray diffraction revealed impurity phases, so the mixtureswere heated
to 1450 °C for 10 hours. Diffraction patterns revealedimpurity peaks of
the same intensity as before still present,so the powders were next taken
to 1500 °C for 10 hours. The intensities of the impuritiesdecreased after
this step, so one final heating to 1500 °Cwas performed. Powder x-ray
diffraction analysis was performedon a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer.
X-ray patterns were refined using the GSASprogram Williamson-Hall
analysis was used to determine the strain in the crystallitesthrough the
series.
A sample with x=0.35 was prepared to test the solubilityof
strontium in the lanthanum aluminate. The samplewas prepared the
same as those from x=0 to x=0.17 until the final heating cyclewas
reached. The x=0.35 sample still had fairly intenseimpurity peaks in the
x-ray diffraction pattern after heating to 1500 °C, so it was taken first to
1525 °C, and then to 1550 °C. At this temperature, thepowder started
to react with the alumina crucible, so higher temperatureswere not
attempted. Heating at 1550 °C was repeated until theimpurity peaks95
ceased changing in relative intensity betweenhigh temperature
treatments. This took only 2 cycles. Thestructure, along with the
impurity fraction, was refined using GSAS.
Once this study determined the solubility ofstrontium in the
lanthanum aluminate, a sample of x=0.25was prepared for neutron
diffraction.For this sample, high purity reagentswere used in the
preparation.These were La203 (Aldrich, 99.99%), SrCO3(Aldrich,
99.995%), and A1203 (Aldrich, 99.99%). Otherwise, thepreparation was
the same as for the x=0.35 sample, with two 10hour heatings done at
1550 °C. The sample was sent to Brookhaven NationalLaboratories to
obtain neutron diffraction data.
Samples of x=0.15 were prepared for the redoxstudies.Initially,
the samples were prepared using the standard lowerpurity reagents.
The following anneals resulted in therespective color to appear in the
samples: 1500 °C for 10 hours in air resultedin a light tan color, 1500
°C for 10 hours in a vacuum resulted ina very light pink, 1500 °C for 10
hours in a 10% H2/90% N2 resulted ina gray color, and 1500 °C for 32
hours in 02 resulted in a light mustard/brown color.The hydrogen and
oxygen annealed samples were prepared ina Thermolyne high
temperature tube furnace, and thevacuum annealed sample was
prepared in a brew furnace. To test whether thesecolors were due to the
strontium substitution in the lanthanum aluminate itself,or merely
impurities present in the structure from the lowerpurity starting
materials, the samples were again preparedusing the higher purity
reagents. With the higher purity reagents, theair annealed sample was
much closer to white than the lower puritysample. The other color96
changes were different as well, andare discussed below with the rest of
the experimental results.
3.3Results
X-ray diffraction patterns showingthe decrease in splitting
between the (422) and (642) peaksas the strontium content decreases is
given in Figure 3.2. The splittingappears to decrease in a smooth
manner, indicating the continuous solubility ofstrontium in the
lanthanum aluminate lattice. The peak shiftsalong the two-theta axis
cannot be interpreted from this figurealone, as some smallzero point
error exists in each scan. As the peak splittingdecreases, the peaks
broaden, possibly indicating strain dueto defects introduced into the
structure. This decrease in splitting is the effectexpected if the structure
were to move toward cubic, as the two peaks shouldmerge to form the
(321) peak in the space group Pm 3m.This is the same effect reported in
reference 9. To quantify this trend, eachstructure was refined.
The refined crystallographic variablesfor the compound in the
space group R 8c were the unit cell constants (a anda), the fractional
occupancy of strontium on the lanthanum site, theoxygen positional
parameter x (y and z are not variables in thisspace group), and the
isotropic thermal parameters for eachatomic position.Additionally,
where a significant amount ofa second phase appeared in thex-ray
pattern, the phase fraction was refined. Thesum of the lanthanum and
strontium was constrained to be 1,as was the sum of the phase
fractions. The refined latticeparameters are given in Table 3.1. The
x=.25 and .35 compoundswere refined in the space group Pm 3mas well
as R8 c, but the rhombohedral resultsare presented in this section for
consistency. The cubic results are summarizedin a later section. From129 129.5 130 130.5 131
Two-Theta (degrees)
131.5 132
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Figure 3.2Two-theta x-ray diffractionscans of the (422) and (642)
peaks for various compositions of (Lai_xSrx)A103_y,demonstrating the
decrease in peak splitting as strontium concentrationincreases.
the table, some trends are immediately evident. Themost obvious is the
decrease in the lattice angle through the series. Withno strontium, the
lattice angle refined to a value of 60.101 degrees,which is the accepted
value.With as little as 1% strontium in thecompound, the angle
decreases to 60.092 degrees. The trendcontinues through the end of
this series, and is as low as 60.058 by thetime the 17% strontium
sample is reached. (Keep in mind that the percentstrontium is the mole
percentage used as a reactant, and should not be thoughtof as the
actual amount of strontium in the lanthanum aluminatelattice. Refined98
Table 3.1
Refined Lattice Parameters for (Lai-xSrx)A103_y
Standard Deviations in Parentheses
a and (as), (A) a (degrees)1
0.00 5.3563(0.00002)60.101(0.000)
0.01 5.3565(0.00002)60.092(0.000)
0.03 5.3566(0.00002)60.087(0.000)
0.05 5.3567(0.00003)60.079(0.000)
0.07 5.3561(0.00002)60.081(0.000)
0.09 5.3570(0.00003)60.080(0.000)
0.11 5.3561(0.00003)60.075(0.000)
0.13 5.3570(0.00003)60.068(0.000)
0.15 5.3573(0.00004)60.066(0.000)
0.17 5.3587(0.00003)60.058(0.000)
0.25 5.3588(0.00004)60.038(0.001)
0.35 5.3632(0.0001) 60.036(0.002)
Cell Volume and
(a), (A3)
108.909 (0.001)
108.901 (0.001)
108.895 (0.001)
108.881 (0.001)
108.850 (0.001)
108.902 (0.001)
108.830 (0.001)
108.870 (0.001)
108.886 (0.001)
108.952 (0.001)
108.910 (0.001)
109.170 (0.002)
occupancies are presented later in this section.) Thestandard deviations
for the lattice angle values given in theGSAS output file were allzero.
Lattice parameter refinementswere also done by mixing in a silicon
standard with the powders, indexing and fittingthe peaks manually, and
using the program REFCEL to refine the variables.The results were
consistent with the GSAS results, and theerror was given to be in the
third decimal place. These valuesare plotted in Figure 3.3, along with
those of the lattice constant and cell volume.
From Table 3.1, it is also evident that the latticeconstant increases
slightly with increasing strontium content,as was reported in reference
13. This is a much smaller effect than the latticeangle change, and is
not as consistent across the series. The reportedionic radius of the 12
coordinate lanthanum (1.36 A) ion is only 0.08 Asmaller than that of the
strontium ion in the same coordination (1.44 A),so a large change is not
to be expected with the substitution.5.364
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Figure 3.3 (a) Plot of the latticeconstant and lattice anglevs. strontium
concentration in reaction mixture. Note thetrend toward an angle of 60° with increasing strontium concentration.At 60°, the structure would become metrically cubic.(b)Plot of cell volumevs. strontium concentration.100
The effect of the lattice parameter changeson the cell volume is
less clear. The volume initiallyappears to be decreasing very slightly
through the series, but as higherconcentrations of strontium are
reached, the volume begins an increasing trend.The apparent volume
increase in the x=.35 sample relative to that of theunsubstituted
compound is quite large.
In Table 3.2, the refined fractionaloccupancy of strontium is given,
along with the statistics describing the closenessof fit of each
refinement. The strontiumoccupancy appears to be quite variable over
the range of x, but there isa visible trend in the data, showing the
refined strontium concentration to generallyincrease along the series.
This is more evident in a plot of the data,given in Figure 3.4. The oxygen
position changes very little across the series, but themagnitude of the
changes between adjacent members of theseries are greater than one
standard deviation for most cases. Toward the end ofthe series, the
oxygen position changes more dramatically, movingmore toward the
ideal position of x=-0.25. A plot of this is alsogiven in Figure 3.4.
Before discussing the statistics given in Table3.2, a mention of
how a Rietveld refinement is performed, and whatthe statistics say about
the refinement, is necessary.The purpose of the refinement is to
generate a calculated x-ray diffraction pattern basedon a model
structure. The variables that define the peak widths andintensities of an
x-ray powder diffraction pattern are changed in the model, and the
calculated pattern is generated, ina recursive fashion, to minimize the
functions
Rp = EllY iel EYi (3.1)101
Table 3.2
Fractional and Positional Variables, and RefinementStatistics,
for (La i_xSrx)A103_y
x Refined Sr
Fraction on
La site, (a)
Oxygen
Position', (a)
Rp x2
0 0 -0.219 (.0007)0.07970.12569.0380
0.01 0.0737 (.001)-0.224 (.0007)0.07130.11828.457
0.03 0.0730 (.001)-0.222 (.0008)0.07330.11357.835
0.05 0.124 (.0004)-0.223 (.0008)0.07690.12129.323
0.07 0.200 (.001)-0.222 (.0007)0.07250.11077.491 0.09 0.115 (.001)-0.222 (.0008)0.06910.10697.398
0.11 0.243 (.001)-0.227 (.001)0.08320.12179.509
0.13 0.202 (.001)-0.227 (.001)0.08410.128910.050 0.15 0.208 (.001)-0.229 (.001)0.07940.129510.600 0.17 0.169 (.001)-0.232 (.001)0.07510.12289.657
0.25 0.257 (.01)-0.232 (.0008)0.08170.111412.9
0.35 0.224 (.02)-0.239 (.003)0.08810.12658.910
'The only positional parameterin this space group is x, which applies only to the
oxygen. To avoid confusion with the general formula variablex specifying the strontium
content of the reactants. the oxygen positional parameter willnot be referred to as x.
and
wRp.[Ewi(yio....y.w )2 iv wy 2 ]1/2. (3.2)
In these functions, the variable Y10 is the observedintensity of the
diffraction pattern at step i, Yic is the calculatedintensity at this step,
and wi is a weight assigned the intensity at eachstep, generally equal to
the square root of the observed intensity (or, equivalently,the inverse of
the counting error) (15). The statisticalquantity x2 describes how well
the model pattern compares to the best possiblefit, taking into
consideration such limiting factorsas the signal to noise ratio of the
experimental pattern.The mathematical formof thisis0.3
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Figure 3.4 (a) Refined Sr occupancyvs. x, and (b) Oxygen position
vs. x in (Lai_xSrx)A103_3,.103
z2 =(wRp I Re,,,p)2= Yic)2 I (N P) (3.3)
where Rexp is the expected (or the statistically best possible)R, N is the
number of observations, and P is the number ofparameters. The value
of x2 is not expected to be less than one.
Refinement statistics given in Table 3.2are consistent from sample
to sample, with a typical Rp of 0.07 to 0.08, anda wRp of 0.11 to 0.12.
x2 was usually between 7 and 10, with onlya couple of refinements
having a value of just over 10. The greatestsource of pattern mismatch,
as displayed by higher numerical statistical values, is peak fitting error.
Profiles of some of the lower angle peaks proved difficult for the software
to fit, but plots showing the difference values between the calculated and
observed x-ray patterns showed the error to be symmetrical aboutthe
zero point, signifying that the error was not in the structural variables. A
x2 of around 7 was obtained when the major visibleerror present was in
the peak shapes. Higher values of x2 generally signify thepresence of a
small minority phase. Where the minority phase fraction appearedto be
significant, the phase was identified and refined along with theprimary
phase.
The isotropic thermal parameters for each atomicposition, and,
where applicable, the impurity phase fraction,are given in Table 3.3.
The thermal parameters refinedas expected.As the strontium
concentration in the compound grows greater, the thermal parameters
become larger. This signifies more disorder in the sample,as the atomic
positions appear more smeared out. Additionally, the creation ofoxygen
vacancies by the inclusion of the divalent strontium cation couldopen up
the structure, allowing for greater thermal motion.104
Table 3.3
Isotropic Thermal Parameters and ImpurityPhase/Phase Fraction
for (La i_xSrx)A103_y
x UISO (La/Sr) UISO (Al) UISO (0) Impurity Phase
(A3) (A3) (A3) / %
La203 /
(unrefined)
0 0.00268 0.00305 0.00129
0.01 0.00376 0.00501 0.00614
0.03 0.00425 0.00643 0.00607
0.05 0.00339 0.00535 0.00576
0.07 0.00296 0.00654 0.00692
0.09 0.00520 0.00676 0.00889
0.11 0.00254 0.00683 0.00853
0.13 0.00316 0.00623 0.00913
0.15 0.00362 0.00673 0.00933
0.17 0.00559 0.00748 0.0115
0.25 0.00610 0.00353 0.00500
0.35 0.00478 0.00451 0.01148
SrAl2O4 / 0.44
SrAl2O4 / 1.07
SrAl2O4 / 0.76
SrAl2O4 / 0.69
SrAl2O4 / 0.18
SrAl2O4 / 0.92
SrAl2O4 / 2.30
SrAl2O4 / 4.89
SrAl2O4 / 4.20
The primary impurity phase in almostall the samples was the
monoclinic SrAl2O4. To improve the fittingstatistics of the calculated
patterns, the phase was refined along with the (Lai_xSrx)A103..y,and a
phase fraction was obtained.Another impurity noticed in several
samples was SrAlLa04, with the K2NiF4structure. However, it was
generally present in such small quantitiesthat inclusion in the
refinements did not change the resulting fitsignificantly. It was found to
be quite difficult to avoid the formation of the SrAl2O4impurity. Heating
to 1550 °C did result in a decrease in theintensities of the x-ray peaks
from this phase, but never in the completeremoval of the phase. At this
temperature, the powders reacted with the aluminacrucible, so no
higher temperatures were tried.The concentration of this impurity,
however, does not seem to scale with theamount of strontium in the
reaction mixture.105
Table 3.4
Bond Angles as a Function ofx in (Lai_xSrx)A103_y
x A1-0-Al Angle
(degrees)
La-O-La Angle La-O-La Angle 0-A1-0 Angle
1 2
0.00 170.24 (0.24)173.09 (0.17)93.46 (0.08)90.29 (0.01)
0.01 171.47 (0.24)173.96 (0.17)93.02 (0.08)90.238 (0.009)
0.03 171.05 (0.00)173.66 (0.00)93.17 (0.00)90.25 (0.01)
0.05 171.12 (0.26)173.71 (0.18)93.14 (0.09)90.24 (0.01)
0.07 171.02 (0.22)173.64 (0.06)93.19 (0.08)90.257 (0.009)
0.09 172.28 (0.25)174.53 (0.18)92.73 (0.09)90.199 (0.008)
0.11 172.58 (0.34)174.75 (0.24)92.63 (0.12)90.18 (0.01)
0.13 173.50 (0.31)175.40 (0.22)92.30 (0.30)90.151 (0.009)
0.15 173.20 (0.40)175.21 (0.25)92.40 (0.13)90.17 (0.01)
0.17 174.30 (0.40)175.94 (0.25)92.03 (0.13)90.135 (0.009) 0.25 174.03 (0.25)175.77 (0.18)92.11 (0.09)90.124 (0.009)
0.35 176.5 (1.0) 177.5 (0.7) 91.26 (0.34)90.04 (0.015)
With the structure refinements complete,it was possible to
examine the transformation through the calculation ofthe bond
distances and angles in the structure. Table 3.4lists the interesting
bond angles in this transformation. The Al-O-Albond angle is 180
degrees for the ideal cubic perovskite.For the (Lai .2cSrx)A103_y, the
angles change from near 170 degrees to almost 177.5degrees, and the
individual shifts from structure to structureare of greater magnitude
than statistical errors. This suggests that the tilting ofthe octahedra
relative to one another is decreasing withincreasing strontium
substitution.In the ideal cubic structure, one La-O-La bond angle
should be 180 degrees (from one unit cell to thenext edge-sharing cell),
and one should be 90 degrees (for the La-O-La bondangle created by face
sharing unit cells). The large deviations from the idealcubic values
present in lanthanum aluminate are lessened with the additionof180
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Figure 3.5 (a) A1-0-Al bond angle and (b) 0-A1-0bond angles as a
function of x in (Lai_xSrx)A103_y.Table 3.5
Bond Distances as a Function ofx in (Lai-xSrx)A103_y
107
x Al-0 Distance La-0 Distance La-0Distance La-0 Distance
(A) 1 (A) 2 (A) 3 (A)
0.00 1.9021 2.6830 2.8440 2.5200
(.0003) (.0002) (.004) (.004) 0.01 1.9004 2.6820 2.8230 2.5410
(.0003) (.0002) (.004) (.004) 0.03 1.9009 2.6824 2.8301 2.5335
(.0000) (.0000) (.000) (.000)
0.05 1.9007 2.6824 2.8290 2.5340
(.0003) (.0002) (.004) (.004) 0.07 1.9003 2.6825 2.8300 2.5320
(.0003) (.0002) (.004) (.004)
0.09 1.8994 2.6816 2.8100 2.5540
(.0003) (.0002) (.004) (.004)
0.11 1.8987 2.6809 2.8040 2.5580
(.0004) (.0003) (.006) (.006) 0.13 1.8982 2.6815 2.7940 2.5700
(.0003) (.0002) (.005) (.005) 0.15 1.8980 2.6813 2.7930 2.5690
(.0004) (.0003) (.006) (.006) 0.17 1.8974 2.6813 2.7770 2.5870
(.0002) (.0002) (.006) (.006) 0.25 1.8958 2.6782 2.7780 2.5801
(.0002) (.0002) (.0003) (.0003) 0.35 1.8980 2.6826 2.740 2.625
(.0005) (.003) (.007) (.007)
strontium; the La-O-La angle formed by edge sharingunit cells changes
from 173 to 177.5 degrees, and theone formed by face sharing cells
transforms from about 93.5 to 91.2 degrees.The 0-A1-0 angles within
the aluminum octahedra move toward the idealvalue of 90°, showing a
decrease in the distortion within the octahedrathemselves.In all
calculations, a major deviation from the trendexisted in the x=.25
sample. The refinement was repeated, and thesame results were found.
It is interesting in that the lattice parameters ofthis compound are close
to those of the x=.35 sample, while the bond anglesare far different.2.85
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Figure 3.6A plot of the (a) La-0 and (b) the A1-0 bond distancesas a
function of x in (Lai_xSrx)A103..y.109
This suggests the cell is metrically cubic,but the oxygen atoms are still
off the cubic special positions. Plots ofthe A1-0 bond angle changesare
shown in Figure 3.5.
Bond distance data is given in Table 3.5.It is well known (17) a
decrease in an octahedral distortion is oftenaccompanied by a decrease
in M-0 bond distances within the octahedra.This appears to be true for
the A1-0 octahedra in this structure,as the substitution of the larger,
lower valence strontium ion results inan increase in the strength of the
A1-0 bonding interaction, decreasing the bonddistance. The La-0 bond
distances give further evidence of the decreasein structural distortions.
In the rhombohedral structure, the 12 coordinateion (La and Sr) of a
perovskite is not actually coordinated by 12equidistant anions. The
coordination polyhedra distorts somewhat alongthe pseudocubic unit
cell diagonal, resulting in 3 nearestanions, 6 at a slightly longer
distance, and 3 farthest. In Table 3.5, the columnlabeledLa-0 Distance
1is the intermediate bond distance,La-0 Distance 2is the longest, and
La-0 Distance 3 is the shortest. As thestrontium content increases, the
longer and shorter distances approach theintermediate value. Also, as
the La-O-La and A1-0-Al bond angles approachthe cubic values, the Al-0
distance and La-0 distance 1 both decrease slightlyas expected. This is
readily seen in Figure 3.6, which givesa plot of these distances as a
function of the strontium content.
From the x-ray patterns (Figure 3.2), itis evident that, as the
strontium concentration increases and the peak splittingdecreases, the
peaks become broader. This is indicative ofincreasing lattice strain.
Peaks that have no overlap were fit with theprogram Profile, and wereTable 3.6
Strain Analysis of (Lai_xSrx)A103_y
x Strain Residuals of
Williamson-Hall Plot
0.00 0.0192 0.997
0.01 0.0215 0.991
0.03 0.0264 0.991
0.05 0.0306 0.991
0.07 0.0218 0.984
0.09 0.0250 0.970
0.11 0.0378 0.980
0.13 0.0373 0.975
0.15 0.0419 0.983
0.17 0.0378 0.980
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Figure 3.7 Strain in (Lai_xSrx)A103_y crystallitesas a function of x.
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analyzed for strain using the Williamson-Hall analysisdescribed in
Chapter 2. A summary of the strain data is presentedin Table 3.6, and a
figure depicting the increase in strain withincreasing Sr concentration is
shown in Figure 3.7.The residuals of the best fit lines for each
Williamson-Hall plot are given along with the strainmagnitude as a
figure of merit.
If the plots of the bond anglesare fitted to a best fit straight line,
the extrapolated strontium content at which the compoundgoes cubic is
found to be x=0.46. This seemeda very high concentration of a divalent
ion to substitute onto a trivalent lattice site,so to investigate the higher
strontium concentration regime of this solid solution,a composition of
x=0.35 was attempted.After synthesis, the x-ray pattern from the
product appeared to be that of a cubic perovskite.A segment of the x-ray
diffraction pattern, compared to that of thepure LaA1O3 and of the
x=0.11 sample, is shown in Figure 3.8. Note thesymmetry of the x=0.35
peaks compared to those of the other two phases. Theprimary impurity
phase was once again SrA1204, although, consideringthe extremely high
concentration of strontium added to the sample, the amount of the phase
present in the final product issurprisingly small.Visible
inhomogeneities existed in the powder. Whereas the powders forx=0.17
consistently appeared light tan, the x=0.35 had both darkbrown grains
and lighter tan grains, both in fairly large proportions.The x-ray pattern
shows the product to be mostly the desiredphase, however.
Furthermore, upon grinding the powder, the samplebecame
homogeneously light tan, pointing to the possibility that thedark brown
phase may form only in small quantities. The peaks becomebroad with
increasing two-theta, indicating a good deal of lattice strain.To attempt112
Table 3.7
Results of La.65Sr.35A103_y X-Ray Refinementin R 8c and Pm 3m
Variable Pm 3m R-3c R-3c
(Starting Rho)(Starting Cubic)
a (A) 3.7935 5.36321 unstable
a (degrees) n/a (60) 60.036 unstable
Fraction La 0.811 0.776 unstable
Fraction Sr 0.189 0.224 unstable
Oxygen Positionn/a (-0.25) -0.239 unstable
UISO (La,Sr) 0.00498 0.00478
UISO (Al) 0.00340 0.00451
UISO (0) 0.01137 0.01148
Gu 15.7 unstable
Gv -8.2 unstable
Gw 5.1 unstable
Lx 2.049 3.117
Ly 15.773 15.032
Fraction LaA103.977 .958
Fraction SrA1204 .023 .042
Rp 0.0730 0.0881 0.0763
wRp 0.1196 0.1265 0.1283
X2 8.806 9.838 8.910
'The pseudo-cubic lattice constant, forcomparison with Pm3m results, is 3.7924 A.
to determine the actual symmetry of this compound, andto get an idea of
the fractional occupancy of strontiumon the lanthanum site, the
compound was refined both in the rhombohedralspace group RS c and
the cubic space group Pm3m. The results of both refinementsare given
in Table 3.7.The rhombohedral refinement was attempted by first
starting at the refined values of the x=0.17 sample, and thenby first
refining the structure in the cubicspace group, and using the results
from the cubic refinement as the starting point forthe rhombohedral
refinement. The cubic refinement converged rapidly, andthe final fit5000
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Figure 3.8 X-ray powder diffractionscans of high angle peaks of
(Lai_xSrx)A103_y samples of x=0, 0.11, and 0.35,to demonstrate the
seemingly cubic symmetry of the x=0.35 powder.O
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Figure 3.9 Comparisons of calculated andobserved peak intensities
from Rietveld refinements performedon La.65Sr.35A103-y performed in (a)
Pm3m, and (b) R-3c (starting from x=0.17values), demonstrating the slight error in the calculated peak intensitiesfor the rhombohedralcase. The x -axis scale is degrees/100.115
statistics were comparably low to the members of the series with lower
strontium content refined in the knownspace group.When the
refinement was attempted in the rhombohedralspace group, starting
from the x=0.17 refined values for all variables, the refinementwas not
stable to Gaussian peak profile refinement.More importantly, the
refinement converged with poorer fit statistics thanthe cubic case.
Additionally, the errors in the fit cannot be attributedto peak fitting
errors, as they can in the cubic case. The two attempts fit the high angle
peaks well, but the low angle peak intensitiesare not correct for the
rhombohedral case, as shown in Figure 3.9.The rhombohedral
refinement should be able to be at leastas good as the cubic refinement,
as there are more variables available for manipulation.The
rhombohedral refinement was found to oscillate, rather thanconverge,
as a result of highly correlated variables. The values from the cubic
refinement were used as a starting point for the refinementof the
compound in the rhombohedral space group to test forconvergence on a
minima with values closer to those of the cubic. From thispoint, it was
impossible to refine any variables except for scale factorswithout the
refinement diverging.
The strontium occupancy on the A cation site refinedto fairly
similar values in each space group (approximately 20%),so a sample of a
close composition to this was synthesized forx-ray and neutron
diffraction analysis. The A cation reactant ratiowas chosen to be 25%
strontium to account for the usual formation of impurity phasesin the
final product. The x-ray diffraction patternwas refined first, again in
both R8c and Pm 3m. The results of both refinementsare given in Table
3.8. As in the case of the x=0.35 sample, refinementsin both space116
Table 3.8
Results of La.75Sr.25A103_y X-Ray Refinementin R 3 c and Pm3m
Variable Pm3m R-3c
a (A) 3.79041 (.00001) 5.35881 (.00004)
a (degrees) n/a 60.037 (.001)
Oxygen Position (x) n/a -0.2239 (.0007)
Fraction La 0.76 (.015) 0.743 (.013)
Fraction Sr 0.24 (.015) 0.257 (.013)
Phase Fraction SrA12040.0586 (.0004) 0.0489 (.0009)
UISO (Sr, La) 0.00053 (.00002) 0.00061 (.00001)
UISO (Al) 0.0027 (.0005) 0.0035 (.0005)
UISO (0) 0.0091 (.0008) 0.0050 (.0009)
wRp 0.1369 0.1302
Rp 0.0936 0.0886
x2 7.923 7.171
1The pseudo-cubic latticeconstant, for comparison with Pm3m results, is 3.789 A.
groups gave very similar fits, with the rhombohedral beingslightly better.
In both cases, the strontiumoccupancy refined to approximately 25%.
This to be expected, as thereare more variables to manipulate in this
space group. Plots of the calculated x-ray patternvs. the experimental
pattern are given in Figure 3.10. The fit is almostidentical for each
refinement, with the same smallerrors in intensity present in some of the
low angle peaks. The refinement resultswere too similar to make a
judgment on symmetry from thex-ray data, so neutron diffraction data
was obtained and refined.
The neutron refinementswere only successful in the space group
R8c. The results from this refinementare given in Table 3.9. The
statistics are rather high due to thepresence of impurity phases.In
addition to the SrA1204, peaks belonging to SrAlLaO4were also present.
It is interesting that the lattice angle refinedto a position farther from70000.00
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Figure 3.10(a) Observed x-ray powder diffraction pattern from
La.75Sr.25A103_y, and (b) difference patterns from Pm3m (top) and R3c
(bottom). Note the similarities in the difference patterns.118
Table 3.9
Results from Neutron Diffraction Refinement ofLa.75Sr.25A103..y
Parameter Refined Value
space group R-3c
neutron 1.8857
a (A) 5.3533 (.00004)
a (degrees) 60.066 (.0001)
Oxygen Position (x) -0.2315 (.0002)
Fraction La not refined
Fraction Sr not refined
Fraction 0 0.976 (.007)
UISO (La, Sr) 0.0035 (.0005)
UISO (Al) 0.0078 (.0001)
UISO (0) 0.0091 (.0005)
wRp 0.1114
RP 0.0817
x2 12.9
cubic in the neutron refinement (60.066degrees) than in the cubic
refinement (60.037 degrees). Theoxygen occupancy refined to a value of
just below full occupancy (97.6%), whichis expected, due to the lower
charge of the strontium atom. If the strontiumconcentration were truly
25% (as given by the x-ray refinements), thegeneral formula would be
expected to be La.75Sr.25A102.85 by charge balanceconsiderations. This
would give an oxygen occupancy of 95.8%.The refined value is in fairly
close agreement. The lanthanum and strontiumoccupancies were not
refined in the neutron analysis,as they proved to be too closely
correlated with each other and the thermalparameters of that site. The
thermal parameters are expected to be different fromthose of the x-ray
refinements, as the neutron thermal parametersare a function of nuclear
rather than atomic thermal vibrations.40000.00
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Figure 3.11(a)Observed neutron diffraction patternfrom
La.75Sr.25A103._y, and (b) difference patterns fromPm3m (top) and R3c
(bottom). Many peaks located in R3c, andpresent in the pattern, do not
exist in Pm3m.120
Table 3.10
Peaks Visible in Neutron DiffractionData and Rhombohedral Space
Group with No Corresponding Peakin Simple Cubic Space Group
Peak Indices Two-Theta (X=1.8857 A)D-spacing (A)
(210) 48.76 2.284
(20-1) 65.68 1.738
(21-2) 94.79 1.281
(31-1) 94.80 1.281
(421) 94.88 1.280
(432) 94.93 1.279
(410) 109.39 1.155
(30-2) 125.37 1.061
(430) 125.47 1.060
(32-2) 145.77 0.987
(40-1) 145.77 0.987
(42-1) 145.82 0.986
(531) 146.01 0.986
(542) 146.13 0.986
A refinement of the neutron datawas attempted in the space group
Pm 3m. Difference curves for this refinementand the successful one in
R8c are shown in Figure3.11.In each illustration, between the
difference plot and the data plots aboveit, are marks signifying the
positions of the peaks of the phases refinedinto the calculated pattern.
For the rhombohedral case, threerows of marks are shown: one for the
Lai_xSrxA103-y phase, and one for eachimpurity phase. The Pm 3m
refinement pattern has only tworows of marks, as only one impurity
phase (SrA1204) was refined into thepattern. The bottom row of marks
in each illustration shows the positionsof the peaks from the
La.75Sr.25A103_y phase. Note thatsome high intensity peaks that are
observed in the experimental pattern, and markedand refined in the
rhombohedral phase, are not found in the cubicrefinement. The major121
peaks found in the data set thatare expected in the rhombohedral space
group, but not in the cubic, are given in Table 3.10.
High purity x=0.15 samples annealedin different gas environments
showed color changes, although differentfrom those found in the
standard purity samples initiallyattempted, and described in the
experimental section. The samplewas initially annealed in air at 1550
°C, and was white. A fraction of this powderannealed in 10% H2/90%
N2 at 1500 °C for 10 hours hada very faint pastel yellow tint in
comparison to the air annealed powder. Another fractionof this powder
annealed flowing 02 turneda light tan.No vacuum anneal was
performed on the high purity sample.
3.4Discussion
The results from thex-ray structural study clearly show the
change in the unit cell of (La 1..xSrx)A103_yas a function of x. The lattice
angle decreases from its original value of60.1°, and smoothly changes
toward a cubic value with increasingstrontium concentration. The
lattice constant appears to increase slightlywith increasing strontium.
The magnitude of the increase is outsidethe standard deviations given in
the GSAS output file, but it is uncertainwhether this is a true measure
of the calculational error. The deviationsgiven by the software reflect
error in the calculations performed on a particular data set,rather than
the range of values different measurementson a particular sample will
yield. The oxygen position changes quite slowlyat the beginning of the
series, but then moves more rapidly toward the cubicposition as the
strontium concentration becomes larger. This, however,is more suspect
than the other trends. Because thescattering factor of oxygen isso122
much smaller than that of lanthanumor strontium, small changes in the
oxygen position are unlikely to have muchimpact on x-ray peak
intensities and positions when the other,more powerfully scattering,
elements, are present.Therefore, the small changesseen are likely
within the error in the calculation.The other data showing the
compound to make the same structural changes,however, does support
the validity of this result.Predictably, the strain in the structure
increases with higher concentrations of strontium,as oxygen vacancies
are created to maintain charge balance.
The determinations of individual changesin bond angles and
lengths also supports the smooth structuraltransition. The trend in the
Al-O-Al bond angle toward 180° shows theoctahedra to decrease their
tilt relative to one another. The lanthanum-oxygenbond distances also
support the transition, as the shorter and longerdistances approach the
mean distance as the strontium content increases.Extrapolation of
these plots to find the concentration ofstrontium at which the structure
would become cubic gavea value of 46%. However, there is reason to
believe that the structure may go cubic ata lower concentration than
this. Addition of the Sr onto the La siteincreases the tolerance factor of
the structure only gradually. Manymore factors than purely geometrical
considerations contribute to the symmetry ofa structure.It has been
reported that the rhombohedral distortionis the most commonly
observed when the tolerance factor is in therange of 0.975 and 1.02 and
the ionic charge on the A site cationis also large, as with La3+. This
arrangement maximizes the ionic interaction betweenthe A cation and
the oxygen (18). In fact, no A3+B31-03 perovskiteshave been reported to
have the ideal cubic structure atroom temperature (10). As the average123
ionic charge on the site decreases,so does the magnitude of this
interaction. Then, the cubic structure becomesmore common. Coupled
with the increase in theaverage A cation size, the decrease in the
magnitude of the ionic interaction withstrontium substitution may allow
other factors, such as covalent interactions,to determine the symmetry.
With so many variables, thereis no reason to assumea linear
relationship in structural changes downto the cubic symmetry. For
these reasons, as well as the unlikeliness ofincorporating a lower charge
cation into the structure with almost completeone-half occupancy, a
lower concentration of strontiumwas chosen to investigate the far end of
the transition.
X-ray refinements performedon the x=0.35 compound were
inconclusive. The refinement proceededto similar Rp and wRp values
when done either in Ricor Pm 3m. The refinement in Pm 3m resulted
in a slightly better calculated pattern fit, butthe two were too close to
make a distinction. The strontiumconcentration refined to a value of
about 20%. The instability of the refinementsin the rhombohedral group
likely result from the difficulty of fittingmultiple peaks on one position.
Where peak splitting exists in the calculatedrhombohedral pattern, but
none is visible in the x-ray, the same peak fitcan be achieved with many
different combinations of variables. Theclose correlations between these
variables increase the instability of therefinement.This was not a
problem in the cubic spacegroup, as relatively few of the peaksare
multiplets, and those that are have theexact same position.
X-ray refinements on the x=0.25 sampleare also, in themselves,
inconclusive. Refinements in bothspace groups gave very similar fits, as
evident in Figure 3.10. Neutron refinements, however,clearly show that124
this composition is not cubic. Thepresence of peaks in the neutron
diffraction scan that can be indexed toa rhombohedral cell, but not to a
simple cubic one, is the strongest evidence in support of thisconclusion.
These peaks are of too low intensity in thex-ray scans to differentiate
from the background.For this reason, the fit of the Pm 3mx-ray
refinement was not affected by their presence. The peaksmay possibly
be indexed to a doubled cubic cell (composed of rhombohedral subcells),
but the intensities would most likely be impossible to fit.
The intensities of these peaks in the neutron patternare heavily
dependent upon the oxygen positions andoccupancy in the structure.
Since the x-ray scattering power of oxygen is quite low, the peaksappear
to have low intensities in the x-ray diffraction patterns. Hence, little
information can be derived from them. The only positionalvariable
between the two space groups is the oxygen position; the A and Bcation
sites are fixed in both structures. There is a possibilty that the structure
is metrically cubic, but positionally rhombohedral; that is, the unit cell
parameters are those of a cubic cell, but the atoms are shifted off of their
ideal positions in the cell. This would be difficult to tell withx-ray data,
as the oxygen positions have little effect on the overall pattern. However,
the neutron scattering power of oxygen is of thesame order of magnitude
as that of strontium or lanthanum. Hence, peaks that were almost
absent in the x-ray pattern have high intensities in the neutron pattern,
allowing oxygen occupancies and positions to be refined withaccuracy.
The neutron data shows unambiguously that theoxygen position is not
on the ideal cubic site, but shifted to a value of about -0.2315 (froman
ideal of -0.25). The cell appears to not be metrically cubicas well. This
was difficult to tell with the x-ray pattern, as the peaks indicative of125
rhombohedral symmetrywere of too low intensity to observe.The
appearance of these peaks in the neutron patterns show theunit cell to
remain somewhat distorted from cubic. The refinementsuggests that the
structure is oxygen deficient, witha refined oxygen occupancy of 97.6%.
The redox anneals were performed togain some insight on the
nature of the defects in the compound. Before theanneals, the high
purity x=0.15 sample was a dull white powder. Lowerpurity samples of
the same strontium concentration had beena light tan color, due to
impurities in the sample from theuse of lower purity reactants. The
anneal in oxygen brought about thesame light tan color in the high
purity sample. Some type of absorbing specieswas created in the lattice
by the oxidizing conditions. One hypothesisis that the oxygen atoms are
inserted into the oxygen vacancies. The substitutionof strontium creates
vacancies on the oxygen site, probably adjacantto the strontium atom.
Oxygen deficiencies refined in the neutron powderwork show vacancies
could exist, and oxygen ion conductivitymeasurements have also
detected vacancies through increasedionic conductivity with increased
dopant levels (12).If an oxygen atom is forced intoa lattice vacancy by
the anneal, it is possible thatan electron can become trapped in one of
the available oxygen orbitals, creating the 01-radical. This requires an
oxygen vacancy (V0) in the structure to accept atomicoxygen. The
formation of the radical can be represented by
02- + Vo +1/202-4 201". (3.4)
This electron trapped on the (Sr:01-) defectsite would be an absorbing
species, and it is likely that the concentration of this defectis very low,60
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Figure 3.12 Energy level diagram ofA106 octahedral network in LaA1O3
(19).In the pure compound, thehighest occupied orbital is thenig. Reduction may put electrons in the6aig, making a transition between
this level and the 6t2g possible, althoughquite weak in intensity due to
the different symmetries of thelevels. Solid and dashed linesrepresent filled and empty levels, respectively.127
leading to the weakness of color.Electron paramagnetic resonance
measurements would help test this hypothesis.
The pale yellow color of the hydrogen reduced samples is most
likely created by a different phenomena. Removal ofoxygen could result
in the addition of electrons to a conduction band in the A106 octahedral
network.Reference 19 contains energy levels calculated for B06
octahedra in LaBO3 perovskites for various B cations, which is replicated
for LaA103 in Figure 3.12. In pure lanthanum aluminate, the highest
occupied energy level is a ltig molecular orbital at the top of the valence
band. The energy between this and the bottom of the conduction band is
13 eV, corresponding to an absorption wavelength of 95.4run. This is
much too high in energy to affect the absorption of visible light.
However, reduction of the powder may result in the insertion of electrons
into the 6aig energy levels at the bottom of the conduction band. The
next energy level above this is the 6t1u, with an energy gap of
approximately 4 eV separating the two levels.This corresponds to a
wavelength of 310 nm, in the 'UV. It is possible that the absorption band
may have a tail extending from the UV into the visible region, resulting in
a weak absorption in the violet region of the spectra. Due to the unlike
symmetries of the energy levels, the transition would have to occur
through coupling with some mechanism that changes the symmetry of
one of the levels.It is also possible that the strain in the structure
changes the symmetry of the bands.This is another reason the
absorption would be expected to be weak. Another band must tail in
from the IR to cause the yellow color, but the possible source of this band
is less clear. This is only one possible mechanism for the existence of the
yellow color. Impurities in the sample with multiple stable valence states128
would also be sensitive to reducing conditions, and, ifpresent in low
concentrations, could be difficult to detect by chemical analysis, yet still
cause a weak color change in the sample.
3.5Conclusions
The structure of LaA103 is modified by the addition of strontiumas
a substitutional cation on the lanthanum site, giving a solid solution of
the general formula (La i_xSrx)A103_y.With increasing strontium
concentration, the lattice angle appears to move continuously toward
60°, at which point the structure would be metrically cubic. Bond angle
and distance data supports this, and predicts that the series should
reach cubic symmetry at a concentration of 46% strontium.The
ultimate solubility of the strontium was not determined due to the
difficulty of getting the reaction to go to completion at thetemperatures
used. Some amount of the phase SrA1204 was generally present in all
the samples of the substituted lanthanum aluminate. This phase did
appear to decrease in quantity with increasing reaction temperature, but
multiple anneals at 1550 °C were not always sufficient tocause the
desired reaction to go to completion, and higher temperatures resulted in
reactions with the crucible.Higher concentrations of strontium did
appear from x-ray refinements to possibly result in a cubic structure, but
neutron refinements on an x=0.25 sample showed conclusively that the
compound was neither metrically nor positionally cubic.Oxygen
vacancies appear to form to balance the charge deficiency created by the
lower charge strontium. The vacancy concentration refined toa value
close to the theoretical. The color changes evident in oxidized samples of
these powders may result from an 01- species trapped ata Sr:O lattice129
defect. The color change caused by reduction of the samplesin hydrogen
most likely results from an absorption band created by the insertion of
electrons into the lowest conduction band level by the reduction.It is
still unclear whether high doping levels create a cubic structure,as x-ray
refinements on the x=0.35 samplewere inconclusive.Neutron
refinement of data from such a sample should conclusively determine the
symmetry due to the increased intensities of peaks thatare observed in
the rhombohedral space group, but not in the simple cubic.130
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Chapter 4
Synthesis and Study of Oxyfluoride Perovskites
4.1Introduction
The search for suitable substrate materials for the growth ofhigh
temperature superconducting thin films has centered primarilyupon
oxides of the perovskite structure. Many binary oxide perovskiteshave
been studied, but only a few, suchas lanthanum aluminate and
neodynium gallate, have been found to be suitable. Althoughmany
compounds of the general formula ABO3 crystallize in perovskitetype
structures, relatively few have the correct combination of ionsnecessary
to result in the desired cubic symmetry and good lattice matchingwith
the superconducting materials. Even those thatare commonly used do
not meet all other desirable criteria, which include similar thermal
expansion behavior as the superconductors, low chemical reactivity at
elevated temperatures, a low dielectric constant, and low dielectricloss.
Table 1.1 lists some compounds that have been triedas substrates in the
past.Of the commonly used perovskite materials, onlystrontium
titanate is cubic, and it possesses a dielectric constant prohibitively high
for most electronic applications.
Fewer perovskites of the general formula ABF3 have been triedas
substrates.LiBaF3 (1) and KMgF3 (2) have both been suggested,
although films of YBCO grown on LiBaF3 lost their superconducting
properties. Many other fluoride perovskites are known (3), but,as in the
case of binary oxide perovskites, relatively few of them have cubic
symmetry at room temperature.Simple fluorides have also been
suggested and investigated. CaF2, MgF2 (2), and LiF (4) have allbeen133
either suggested or tried, but have notproven to be superior to the
materials currently in use.
To increase the range of obtainable unit cellsizes with cubic
symmetry, different mixed perovskite oxides of the generalstructure
A2BB' 06 have been synthesized and characterized (5,6).The use of two
ions on the B site with the correct average valence togive the perovskite
stoichiometry has allowed the synthesis of several cubiccompounds with
close lattice matches to the superconductors, and lowdielectric
constants and losses. However, difficulties in growing crystals ofthese
materials have limited their use to date.
Perovskites containing more than one type of anion havenot been
often reported in the literature.Roy attempted the synthesis of
oxyfluoride and oxysulfide perovskites (7). To attempt thesynthesis of
the oxyfluoride perovskites, two approacheswere taken. The first to
attempt to form a solid solution between known oxide andfluoride
perovskites; KMgF3 and BaTiO3 were chosen for the study.These two
compounds proved impossible to heat to high enoughtemperatures
together, as the fluoride was volatile, and reaction of the moltenfluoride
with the fused oxide did not result ina solid solution. The second
approach was to determine suitable compositions bygeometric
considerations. 1C1102F and BaMgOF2 were chosenas good candidates.
Neither compound, in this study, showed the perovskitestructure.
However, in a later study by Chamber land (8), the KTiO2Fperovskite
phase was prepared by first heating anhydrous KF and highpurity Ti02
to form a monoclinic precursor, then heating this compound underhigh
pressure to form a cubic perovskite.Other reported oxyfluoride
perovskites are KNbO2F and NaNbO2F (9), and the mixedvalence134
thallium oxyfluoride TI+T13+0F2. Oxyfluoridesare also known in related
structures, such as the K2NiF4-type compoundsK2NbO3F (10)and
Sr2FeO3F (11).
If the fluoride ions could bereplace in these structures by
vacancies in the anion lattice, anion deficientperovskite structures may
result. A variety of these have beenreported in the literature. CaFe02.5
is an oxygen deficient perovskite thatcrystallizes in the orthorhombic
space group Pcmn (12). Layers of Fe06 octahedraalternate along b with
Fe04 tetrahedra, and the interstitialsites between the layers, analogous
to the perovskite A cation site,are occupied by the calcium ions.
Browrunillerite [Ca2(AIFe)205],an important component of Portland
cement, has a similar structure, but crystallizesin the space group Ibm2
(13). SrFe02.5 was originally thoughtto be isostructural with CaFe02.5,
but single crystal studies by Harderand Muller-Buschbaum show the
substance to crystallize in thespace group Ibm2 (14). CaMn02.5was
prepared and characterized by Poeppelmeieret aI, and shown to possess
a novel oxygen ordering mechanism, unlike thoseobserved in the
reduced ferrites (15).The Mn3+ ion is ina square pyramidal
environment, due to its d4 electronic configuration,rather than the
tetrahedral and octahedral Fe3+ sites in theferrites. A mixed perovskite
oxygen deficient system, Sr2FeTi06-x (x<8.3)),was studiedand
characterized by Mossbauer spectroscopy,x-ray diffraction, and neutron
diffraction, by Greaves and Buker (16).X-ray diffraction implied that,
unlike the SrFe02.5 family and theCaMn02.5 structure, the vacancies
did not show long range order, and the cellcould be indexed toa simple
cubic perovskite. Most recently, Chenet al reported the synthesis of
SrCu02.5. The compound isan orthorhombically distorted perovskite,135
crystallizing in the space group Pbam (17). Thestructure is of square
pyramidal Cu05 groups, with oxygenvacancies ordering in the Cu02
layers of the parent perovskite structure.
This chapter presents the results of the attemptedsynthesis of
oxyfluorides of the mixed perovskite type, andone compound of the
simple perovskite type. Just as the substitution oftwo ions on the B site
of an oxide perovskite increases the number ofcubic compositions
possible, it was envisaged that a similarrange of compositions may exist
for the oxyfluoride. The general formula of thesyntheses attempted is
A2+B2+B 15+05F (A= Ca, Sr, Ba; B = Mg; B = Nb, Ta).In addition to
these compounds, syntheses of theoxygen deficient analogues
A2+B2+13,5+05.5 were attempted tosee if anion deficient phases would
form, and whether a different structure than theoxyfluoride would
result. The same was tried with the simple perovskite,CaA102F.
4.2Experimental
A variety of synthetic routes to oxyfluoridesare found in the
literature. Typically, reactants comprised of simple oxidesand fluorides
of the desired metals are ground together and sealedin a gold tube in a
dry box under dry 02 before heating (18),or heated under a flow of an
inert gas (19). Hydrothermal syntheses have also been reported(20), as
have standard solid state syntheses carried out inair (10,11).
The syntheses of Ba2MgNbO5F and Ba2MgTaO5F,and the
corresponding anion deficient compounds,were first attempted in air.
Stoichiometric amounts of BaF2 (Johnson-Matthey), BaCO3(Baker),
Mg(NO3)2.6H20 (EM Science, 99%), and Nb2O5 (Johnson-Matthey,
99.8%), or Ta205 (Alfa, 99.95%) were ground togetherwith an agate136
mortar and pestle. The powders were heated at 1.5 °C/minto 330 °C, at
which temperature the magnesium nitrate decomposes,then to 850 °C at
a rate of 8.3 °C/min, and held for 16 hrs. X-ray diffraction patternswere
taken after each heating cycle. Therewas no evidence of a perovskite
phase after heating to this temperature,so the samples were reground
and heated to 1000 °C for 16 hours in air. By 1000°C x-ray diffraction
revealed evidence of a perovskite like phase, alongwith unreacted
starting material. A phase pure sample was formed by furtherannealing
at 1300 °C for 16 hours. Small peaks at low anglesin the tantalum
samples could be indexed to face centered and hexagonalpeaks.
Refinements of these phases were attemptedusing the GSAS
Rietveld refinement software (21). Two-theta diffractionscans from 10°
to 150° were collected on a Siemens D-5000 Diffractometerusing a step
size of 0.02°.Difficulty was met in refining both of theoxyfluoride
compounds, as the peak intensities, lattice parameters,and profiles
could not be fitted successfully.In addition, the isotropic thermal
parameters would assume very negative values when allowedto refine.
The 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F mixture was heated to 1400 °C,and the same data
collection routine was used to record anotherx-ray diffraction pattern.
In this sample, a small degree of peak splittingwas noticed in higher
angle peaks. The type of splitting seemed to be characteristicof a two
phase mixture with similar lattice constants. It appearedthat a mixture
of an oxyfluoride and an oxide perovskitewere made through synthesis
in air. Most likely, BaF2 reacted with H2Ovapor in the air at the elevated
temperatures that seem necessary to form these oxyfluorides, resulting
in the loss of fluorine as HF from the reaction mixture, and theformation
of a multiphase product. This would explain the difficultyin refining the137
structures. Decomposition of oxyfluorides synthesized in air above 1200
°C was also reported by Galasso and Darby (10,11) in Sr2FeO3F and
K2NbO3F.
The syntheses of Ba2MgNbO5F, Ba2MgTa05F, Ba2MgNb05.5, and
Ba2MgNbO5.5 were also attempted under flowing argon. The reactants
were heated to 900 °C for 16 hours, then reground and heated to 1000
°C. Diffraction again revealed both a perovskite like phase and starting
material. Two 16 hour anneals proved sufficient to yield products with
minimal impurities.
Syntheses of Sr2MgNbO5F, Sr2MgTa05F, Ca2MgNbO5F, and
Ca2MgTaO5F, and the corresponding oxide of each composition, were
also attempted in air. SrF2 (Cerac, 99%), SrCO3 (Mallinckrodt, 99.9%),
CaF2 (Baker, 99.5%), and CaCO3 (Mallinckrodt, 99.8%) were used as the
source of the A cations and fluoride ion in the respective compounds.
The same reaction conditions as those for the barium compoundswere
used, except that temperatures of 1450 °C were necessary to remove
SrF2 impurities. Refinements of these compounds encountered the same
problems as those of the barium compounds, again suggesting fluorine
loss. Syntheses were therefore repeated under argon. Full reaction of
SrF2 was not achieved, although the only peaks in the x-ray pattern
belonged to the tetragonally distorted perovskite product and the
strontium fluoride, with no evidence of other reactants.Subsequent
heatings of 900, 1100, 1200, 1250, 1300, 1300, and finally 1350 °C were
necessary to remove SrF2 impurities. It was hoped that the flowing argon
ambient would prevent the loss of fluorine from these samples, but
refinements on these compounds were again unsuccessful.138
The compounds resulting from the 2Ca /Mg /Ta/O /F,
2Ca/Mg/Nb/O/F reactions, and the corresponding oxides, allappeared
orthorhombic from the x-ray scans. Multiple anneals at 1425°C failed to
yield a phase pure product. As this projectwas attempting to identify
substrate materials of higher symmetry, these compoundswere not
resynthesized under argon.
The binary compound attempted, CaA102F, didnot form a
perovskite phase at temperatures as high as 1450 °C in air. Theproduct
phase indexed completely to the phase 11Ca0.7A1203CaF2in the JCPDS
Powder Diffraction File. This further suggests that fluorine losswas a
problem with air annealed samples,as the formation of this product
requires the loss of approximately 85% of the initial fluorine.
4.3Results
4.3.1 X-ray Powder Diffraction Patterns
Figure 4.1 (a) shows a comparison between the powderx-ray
diffraction patterns of the 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F and 2Ba/Mg /Nb /O
products. The Cu Ka2 peaks have been stripped from the plots.From
the patterns, the powders both appear to have the structure ofa simple
perovskite. Two small impurity peaks are visible in the 2Ba /Mg /Nb /O
pattern at angles of approximately 19° and 37° two-theta. These peaks
do not index to doubled cell, or to a tetragonallyor rhombohedrally
distorted cell.Figure 4.1(b) gives the same comparison for
2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F and 2Ba /Mg /Ta /O products.Again, the peak
positions and intensities are very similar for the two compounds.
However, the oxide peaks significantly broaden with increasing anglein
comparison with those of the oxyfluoride. This is not surprising,asa100000
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Figure 4.1 (a)X-ray powder diffraction patterns of2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F and 2Ba /Mg /Nb /O reaction mixtures, showingthe similarities between
the oxide and oxyfluoride patterns,as well as the slight peak broadening
in the oxide (inset).(b) X-ray pattern of 2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/Fand
2Ba /Mg /Ta /O.Peak broadening is pronouncedbetween these two
compounds.140
halide additions are frequently used to improve the crystallinity of oxides.
Small peaks in both the barium magnesium tantalum oxyfluorideand
the control sample index to a doubled face centered c.ell [the (111)at
18.2°, for example), but are very low in intensity.
Figure 4.2 (a) shows a comparison between thex-ray diffraction
patterns of the products from the 2Sr/Mg/Ta/O/F and 2Sr /Mg /Ta /O
reactions. Neither of these structures were successfully refined, although
all peaks can be indexed to those of a distorted perovskitein the space
group I4/mcm.
Figure 4.2 (b) shows the same comparison for 2Ca/Mg/Ta/O/F
and 2Ca /Mg /Ta /O products. These x-ray patternswere taken after
heating the samples to 1425 °C. The two arevery similar in appearance.
The major peaks appear to belong to an orthorhombic phase, butsome
small peaks do not fit such a phase, pointing to the possible existence of
other phases. The peak positions and widthsappear similar for each
pattern, although the splitting is more easily seen in the high angle
peaks in the oxyfluoride sample. Due to thepresence of the secondary
phases, no high angle x-ray data was gathered for the calcium
compounds.100000
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Figure 4.2 X-ray powder diffractionpatterns for (a)2Sr/Mg/Ta/O/F and 2Sr /Mg /Ta /O, and (b) 2Ca/Mg/Ta/O/Fand 2Ca /Mg /Ta /O. The
peak broadening differencesare significant in the strontium compounds.
The calcium compound patternsare also similar to each other.142
4.3.2 X-ray Powder Refinements
Refinements were initially attempted with two models:a fixed
barium site occupancy and a variable barium siteoccupancy. With this
approach a potential difficulty in the analysis was found,as the two
schemes gave an essentially identical agreement to the observed data
despite major differences in the models.Certain peaks in x-ray
diffraction are sensitive only to the relative scattering power between the
A and B cation sites of the perovskite structure. When both A and B site
occupancies are allowed to refine freely, it is possible for the refinement
to converge upon a minima other than the true minima. To solve this
difficulty, chemical analysis was obtained, and used as the starting point
in another series of refinements. Results from all three schemesare
presented below.
4.3.2.1 Ba /Mg /Nb /O /F
A summary of the refinement performed on 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F
product is given in Table 4.1, and final observed, calculated, and
difference plots are given in Figure 4.3. In the first scheme, the variables
allowed to refine freely in the final cycles were the isotropic thermal
parameter of barium, the histogram scale factor, 3 background terms, 6
profile functions, and the zero point.The magnesium and niobium
fractional occupancies were constrained give full occupany of the B site,
and the isotropic thermal parameters of multiple ions occupying one
position (e.g. Mg/Nb and 0/F) were constrained to have the same value.
This refinement resulted in final agreement factors of wRp=11.93%,
Rp=8.37, Rf=2.14, and x2=6.819.In the second case, the fractional
occupancy of barium was also allowed to refine. The third scheme again143
Table 4.1
Summary of 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F Product Refinements
Fixed Ba
Occupancy
Variable Ba
Occupancy
Microprobe
Occupancies
a (A) 4.08552 (2) 4.08552 (2) 4.08552 (2)
Ba Occupancy 1 0.883 (6) 1
Zero point (°) -0.0846 (7) -0.0846 (7) -0.0846 (7)
Space group (Number)Pm3m (221)Pm3m (221)Pm3m (221)
Data range (°20) 10-150 10-150 10-150
Step size (°20) 0.02 0.02 0.02
Time per step (sec) 5.0 5.0 5.0
Number of data points 7001 7001 7001
Number of reflections 56 56 56
Number of variables 16 17 16
wRp (%) 11.93 11.85 11.94
Rp (%) 8.37 8.30 8.46
Rf ( %) 2.12 2.14 2.33
x2 6.819 6.723 6.828
Table 4.2
Atomic Coordinates, Fractional Occupancies, and Thermal Parameters
from 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F Refinements
(Top Table from.5Mg/.5Nb Starting Occupancy, Bottom from EMPA)
Atomx y Scheme 1
Refined Site
Occupancy
Scheme 1
Uiso (A3)
Scheme 2
Refined Site
Occupancy
Scheme 2
Ulso (A3)
Ba .5.5.51.00 (fixed).00314 (1).883 (6) .00340 (10)
Mg 000.411 (3) .00226 (3).527 (6) .00160 (20)
Nb 000.589 (3) .00226 (3).473 (6) .00160 (20) 0 .500.833 (fixed).00496 (6).833 (fixed).01510 (90)
F .5 00.167 (fixed).00496 (6).167 (fixed).01510 (90)
EMPA Data and Site Site Uiso
Refinements StartingOccupancy -) Refined to
from EMPA from EMPA (Scheme 3)
Ba 1 1 .00356 (10)
Mg .37 .371 (3) .00239 (20)
Nb .59 .599 (3) .00239 (20) 0 .91 .91 (fixed).0191 (60)
F .073 .07 (fixed).0191 (60)144
fixes the barium site occupancy at 1, butstarts the refinement from the
site occupancies given by microprobe.All refinements resulted in
statistically similar fits. The plots given in Figure 4.3were generated by
the microprobe occupancy refinement. Calculatedand difference plots
from the other two schemesare visually identical, and hence not given.
Atomic positions, refined isotropic thermal parameters,and refined
fractional site occupations for the 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/Fproduct are given in
Table 4.2. The magnesium and niobium fractionaloccupancy refined to
0.411 and 0.589 respectively when the bariumoccupancy was fixed at
1.0, significantly different from the ideal .5 for eachion. When the
barium fractional occupancy was allowed to refine,it converged to a
value of 0.883, magnesium and niobiumoccupancies to 0.52 and 0.48,
and deviations increased in the thermal paramteters.Starting from the
0.2 0.
2-Theta, deg
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Figure 4.3 Observed (+), calculated (), and difference(bottom) powder
x-ray diffraction patterns of the 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F product refinement.145
microprobe values, the site occupancies did not shift, stronglysuggesting
that the microprobe data is correct.
4.3.2.2 Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F
Summaries of the 2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F reaction product refinements
are given in Table 4.3, and atomic positions, isotropic thermal
parameters, and fractional occupations refined for each schemeare given
in Table 4.4, along with occupancies given by EMPA. The final observed,
calculated, and difference patterns are given in Figure 4.4.As in the
case of the 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F refinement, stable minima were reached
both when the barium occupancy was fixedor allowed to vary, and good
agreement with observed profiles was achieved with either model. EMPA
gave B cation site occupancies close to those calculated by the initial
scheme 1 refinement (Ba fixed at 1).Starting from EMPA observed
occupancies resulted in convergence with essentially no shift from the
0 . 2 0 . 4
2 -Theta ,deg
0.6 0 . 8 1 . 0 1 . 2 1 . 4
Figure 4.4 Observed (+), calculated (), and difference (bottom)powder
x-ray diffraction patterns of the 2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F refinement.146
Table 4.3
Summary of 2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F Product Refinements
a (A)
Ba Occupancies
Zero point ( °)
Space group (Number)
Data range (°20)
Step size (°20)
Time per step (sec)
Number of data points
Number of reflections
Number of variables
wRp (%)
Rp ( %)
Rf ( %)
x2
Fixed Ba
Occupancy
4.08393 (1)
1
-0.0414 (2)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
16
14.30
9.98
4.77
4.72
Variable Ba
Occupancy
4.08393 (1)
0.91 (2)
-0.0414 (2)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
17
14.28
9.96
4.51
4.713
Microprobe
Occupancies
4.08393 (1)
1
-0.0414 (2)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
16
14.33
10.01
5.02
4.745
Table 4.4
Atomic Coordinates, Fractional Occupancies, and ThermalParameters
from 2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F Product Refinements
(Top Table from.5Mg/.5Ta Starting Occupancy, Bottom fromEMPA)
Atomxy
Ba
Mg
Nb
0
F
.5.5.5
000
000
.500
.5 00
Scheme 1
Refined Site
Occupancy
1.00 (fixed)
.454 (5)
.545 (5)
.833 (fixed)
.167 (fixed)
Scheme 1
Uiso (A2)
.0052 (6)
-.0002 (700)
-.0002 (700)
.006 (1)
.006 (1)
Scheme 2Scheme 2
Refined Site U(A2)
Occupancy
.91 (2)
.546 (6)
.454 (6)
.833 (fixed)
.167 (fixed)
EMPA Data and
Refinements
Starting from EMPA
Ba
Mg
Ta
0
F
Site
Occupancy
from EMPA
1
.41
.56
.88
.11
Site
--) Refined to
(Scheme 3)
1
.420 (5)
.550 (5)
.88(fixed)
.11 (fixed)
.0048 (6)
.0004 (7)
.0004 (7)
.012 (1)
.012 (1)
Uiso
.0052 (5)
-.02 (7)
-.02 (7)
.0050 (10)
.0050 (10)147
initial values, suggesting that the cation siteoccupancies given by EMPA
were correct.Small peaks at low angles in the diffractionpattern
indexed to a doubled face centered cell.However, the intensities of the
peaks were extremely small, and thestructure was not successfully
refined as a face centered cell.
4.3.2.3 Ba/Mg/lVb/0
Summaries of the three refinements performedon the
2Ba /Mg /Nb /O sample are given in Table 4.5.Atomic positions, isotropic
thermal parameters, microprobe data, and fractionalsite occupancies are
given in Table 4.6, and calculated, observed and differencepatterns
generated from the microprobe data refinementare shown in Figure 4.5.
The microprobe occupancy refinement convergedto similar B site
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Figure 4.5 Observed (+), calculated (), and difference(bottom) powder
x-ray diffraction patterns generated from 2Ba /Mg /Nb /Oreaction product.148
Table 4.5
Summary of 2Ba /Mg/Nb /O Refinements
a (A)
Ba Occupancies
Zero point ( °)
Space group (Number)
Data range ( °20)
Step size (°20)
Time per step (sec)
Number of data points
Number of reflections
Number of variables
wRp (%)
Rp (%)
Rf (%)
x2
Fixed Ba
Occupancy
4.09278 (5)
1
-0.0311 (6)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
16
13.45
8.10
2.38
13.30
Variable Ba
Occupancy
4.09278 (5)
0.91 (.01)
-0.0311 (6)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
17
13.41
7.97
2.30
13.21
Microprobe
Occupancies
4.09278 (5)
1
-0.0311 (6)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
16
13.46
8.21
2.14
13.32
Table 4.6
Atomic Coordinates, Fractional Occupancies,and Thermal Parameters
from 2Ba /Mg /Nb /O Refinements
(Top Table from.5Mg/.5Nb Starting Occupancy,Bottom from EMPA)
Atomxy
Ba .5.5.5
Mg 000
Nb 000
0 .500
Site U(A2)
Occupancy
1.00 (fixed).0083 (2)
.383 (4) .0064 (3)
.617 (4) .0064 (3)
.916 (fixed).0056 (9)
Site Uj (A2)
Occupancy
.91 (1) .0085 (3)
.47 (1) .0061 (4)
.53 (1) .0061 (4)
.916 (fixed).013 (1)
EMPA Data and
Refinements
Starting from EMPA
Ba
Mg
Nb
0
F
Site
Occupancy
from EMPA
1
.38
.59
.95
.006
-4
Site
Refined to
Uiso
Refined to
1
.341 (4)
.629 (4)
.95 (fixed)
.0083 (2)
.0066 (3)
.0066 (3)
.0050 (10)149
occupancies (Mg=.34, Nb=.63) as the fixed barium refinementstarting
from the target .5/.5 B site ratio (Mg=.38, Nb=.62). Thisis quite close to
the known hexagonal perovskites BaMg.33N124.6603 andBaMg.33Ta.6603
(22,23). The .33/.66 compoundsappear to be metrically cubic, but the
cations order along the (111) direction of the cubic pseudocell.Small
reflections at low angles result from this ordering. Smallreflections did
exist at low angles in this sample, but did not index to eithera hexagonal
cell or a doubled face centered cell.
4.3.2.4 Ba/Mg/Ta/0
A summary of the refinements performedon the 2Ba /Mg /Ta /O
reaction product x-ray data is given in Table 4.7; atomicpositions, site
occupancies, thermal parameters, and microprobe dataare given in
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Figure 4.6 Observed (+), calculated (), and difference (bottom)powder
x-ray diffraction patterns generated from 2Ba /Mg /Ta /O product
refinement.150
Table 4.7
Summary of 2Ba /Mg /Ta /O Refinements
a (A)
Ba Occupancy
Zero point (°)
Space group (Number)
Data range (°28)
Step size (°20)
Time per step (sec)
Number of data points
Number of reflections
Number of variables
WRp ( %)
Rp
Rf (%)
x2
Fixed Ba
Occupancy
4.08904 (2)
1
-.0320 (3)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
16
10.75
6.60
5.86
1.310
Variable Ba
Occupancy
4.08904 (2)
0.92 (1)
-.0320 (3)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
17
10.16
6.68
5.79
1.274
Microprobe
Occupancies
4.08904 (2)
1
-.0320 (3)
Pm3m (221)
10-150
0.02
5.0
7001
56
16
10.35
6.33
6.29
1.215
Table 4.8
Atomic Coordinates, Fractional Occupancies, andThermal Parameters
from 2Ba /Mg /Ta /O Refinements
(Top Table from.5Mg/.5Ta Starting Occupancy,Bottom from EMPA)
Atom
Ba
Mg
Ta
0
x yzSite Uiso (A2)
Occupancy
.5.5.51.00 (fixed).0137 (6)
000.454 (4) -.001 (6)
000.546 (4) -.001 (6) .5 00.916 (fixed).009 (1)
Site
Occupancy
.92 (1)
.486 (6)
.514 (6)
.916 (fixed)
Uiso (A2)
.0130 (7)
-.0004 (60)
-.0004 (60)
.014 (1)
EMPA Data and
Refinements
Starting from EMPA
Site
Occupancy
from EMPA
Site
-) Refined to
U180
Refined to
Ba
Mg
Ta
0
F
1
.39
.53
.86
..083
1
.341 (4)
.629 (4)
.86 (fixed)
.08 (fixed)
.0083 (2)
.0066 (3)
.0066 (3)
.0050 (10)
.0050 (10)151
Table 4.8; and calculated, observed, and differencex-ray powder patterns
are given in Figure 4.6. This system was unique in that it showedsome
ordering peaks that could be indexed toa hexagonal cell, and others to a
face centered doubled cell. With these two ordering schemes,the pattern
was completely indexed. Both sets of ordering peaks werevery small,
suggesting that the cations were only partially ordered.Microprobe
analysis gave the occupancy of Mg to be quite low (.39),but the
occupancy of Ta to be close to .5. Refinement of these values converged
to occupancies closer to the .33/.66 ratio.The partial hexagonal
ordering further suggests that the ratio is closer to this,as the structure
of the known .33/.66 perovskites is hexagonal. A high levelof fluorine
contamination was also present. This sample had been annealedin a
tube furnace that had been used formany prior oxyfluoride syntheses. If
a metal fluoride had been volatilized in previous syntheses, thensome
may have remained in the furnace upon cooling. This could possibly
result in the contamination of later reactions. Almostno fluorine was
found in the Ba/Mg/N13/0 sample, synthesized earlierin the same
furnace, suggesting the microprobe fluorine data iscorrect.
4.4Discussion
X-ray diffraction data from products of the 2Sr /Mg /(Nb,Ta) /O /F
and 2Sr /Mg /(Nb,Ta) /O reactions suggest that the oxyfluorideand oxide
reaction mixtures did produce different products.It is not surprising
that the high angle peaks of the oxideare far more broad, and reduced in
height, compared to those of the product produced from thereactants
containing fluorine, as even a small amount of fluorineas an impurity
can aid crystallization. Although the oxyfluoride strontium compounds152
appeared to be single phase after multiple annealsat 1450 °C, and the
patterns could be completely indexed to a tetragonally distortedunit cell,
the structure could not be refined with powderx-ray data.The
tetragonal distortion of both phaseswas expected from geometrical
considerations.The tolerance factor of the target compound
(Sr2MgTaO5F) is 0.972, and tetragonal structuresare common in the
tolerance factor range of approximately 0.975 to 1.00. Thesamples
prepared without fluorine showed similar peakpositions to the
oxyfluoride. Peak splitting was visible in thex-ray diffraction pattern of
the oxyfluoride at very high angles. This splitting,seen as a splitting of
all high angle peaks into closely spaced doublets,seemed more
characteristic of two phases with similar lattice constants thanreduced
symmetry.This suggests that refinements failedas a result of the
product not being single phase.
Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of the 2Ca /Mg /(Nb,Ta)/O /F and
2Ca /Mg /(Nb,Ta) /O reaction products showan orthorhombic majority
phase and other minority phases, whichwere not identifiable. The
orthorhombic phase was expected, as the tolerance factor ofthe ideal
products was calculated to be 0.938. Belowa value of 0.975 or so,
orthorhombic structures become the mostcommon. No high angle x-ray
data was taken on these compounds. It is therefore unclearwhether any
differences exist between the two orthorhombic products.
EMPA analysis from the barium samplesseems to suggest that the
true composition of these compounds is closer to the known compounds
of thegeneral formula A2I-B2+.3313 t 51-.6603than thetarget
A2+132+.513,51%502.5F. X-ray refinementsstarting from both the target153
composition and the .33/.66 composition converge to cationoccupancies
close to those given by microprobe.
The 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F refinement, starting fromthe microprobe
occupancies, refined to essentially thesame magnesium and niobium
occupancies (.37 and .60) given by microprobe (.37 and .59).This is
also quite close to the minimum found by refining fromthe ideal
composition, and fixing the barium concentration (.41 Mg, .59Nb). The
statistical fit was slightly better for the refinementstarting from ideal
occupancies, but the differences are so slightas to have little physical
significance. The presence of fluorine in this samplewas verified by
EMPA, and found to be approximately .22, givinga product formula of
BaMg.37Nb.5902.72F.22.The microprobe results did givea different
oxygen content than that given in this formula. However, with the large
amount of oxygen in the structure, and the difficultnature of obtaining
reliable oxygen content data from microprobe analysis,it is assumed that
the fluorine concentration ismore certain than the oxygen. Therefore, to
account for charge balance, the oxygen contentwas varied in the above
formula from that given by EMPA. The ratio ofA cations to B cations
given by the microprobe analysis is 1/.96, and theoccupancy on the
anion site from microprobe and charge balance considerationsis .98.
The lattice constant for the new materialwas found to be approximately
4.085 (+1-.005) A. The pseudo cubic latticeconstant for the known
.33Mg/.66Nb compound, calculated from the (1011)d-spacing in the
hexagonal structure 1a=5.782, c=7.067 (11)1, is 4.0857 A.Comparison of
the powder x-ray diffraction pattern of thenew compound to the known
BaMg.33Nb.6603 shows the the most intense peak in theexperimental154
pattern [the pseudo cubic (100)] to be of much higher intensity than that
of the .33Mg/.66Nb relative to the rest of the pattern.
The good fits obtained by the variable barium refinements reveala
problem with the refinement of cation occupancies in the perovskite
structure. The perovskite structure consists of only 3 atomic sites: the A
and B cation sites, and the anion site. When refining peak intensities,
the ratios of electron densities on these sites is varied to correctly fit the
peak areas. The electron density of oxygen (or fluorine) on the anion site
is relatively small compared to the cation sites, so the refinement
essentially fits the peaks by varying the A and B cation site electron
densities.If the two are allowed to vary simultaneously, many minima
can potentially be found that do not reflect the true composition.It is
possible, as demonstrated in these experiments, that the minima found
by such a refinement does not reflect the true composition.It is
therefore necessary to include chemical analysis in the model to
differentiate between the various minima
The composition suggested by microprobe and x-ray refinements
raises the question of what happens with the excess magnesium and
fluorine, as no second phases are seen in this x-ray pattern. At such
high temperatures, it is possible for the fluoride ions to react with water
vapor, and be lost in the gas phase as HF. It is also possible for volatile
metal fluorides to be formed. The fact that all samples were magnesium
deficient, yet showed no impurities in x-ray diffraction patterns, supports
this hypothesis.
Similar results were found for the 2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F refinements.
Initial refinements performed on this system with the bariumoccupancy
kept fixed found a minimum relatively close to the occupancies given by155
EMPA. This refinement converged toan occupancy of .45 Mg and .55 Ta.
Microprobe gave the occupancies to be .41 and .56respectively. When
these values were used as the initial conditions foranother refinement,
the occupancies converged at .42 and .54. As with theniobium system,
the composition seems to lie somewhere between the.3Mg/.6Ta known
phase and the .5Mg/.5Ta target composition.Microprobe and
refinements gave the B cation ratio to be closerto .5/.5 than in the
niobium analogue. This is perhaps supported bythe face centered
doubling peaks that appear in x-ray diffractionpatterns of this
compound, as a compound of the target composition wouldbe expected
to order by charge and size difference considerations.The actual
composition of the product, as determined from microprobeand
supported by x-ray refinements,was found to be BaMg.39Ta.5302.65F.33,
giving an A cation/B cation ratio of 1/.92. Theanion occupancy from
these calculations is .99. As with the niobate, theoxygen content was
calculated from charge balance, andassumes the fluorine content to be
correct. The lattice constant was found to be 4.084 (+/- .005).The
pseudo cubic (100) peak in thex-ray pattern was of much higher
intensity relative to the rest of the pattern thanin the known
.33Mg/.6'7Ta compound. Also, the superstructure peakswere much
smaller relative to the rest of the pattern thanin the .33Mg/.66Ta
compound.
Interesting results were also found in the compoundsprepared
without fluorine. The 2Ba /Mg /Nb /O reactionmixture seemed to give an
almost single phase product, with two small impurity peaksat low two-
theta values. These did not index to face centredor hexagonal doubling
peaks, or match any Ba/Mg/Nb/O phases in the JCPDSdatabase.156
Refinements starting from the ideal.5/.5 Ba/Nb ratio resulted in the
cations readjusting their occupanciesto .38 Mg and .62 Nb. This isvery
close to the known .33 Mg/.66 Taperovskite.However, hexagonal
doubling peaks would be expected if thecompound were the .33/.66
compound. Microprobe results give theoccupancies to be .38 Mg and
.59 Nb, quite close to the initial refinement.Starting a new refinement
from the microprobe values resultedin the occupancies converging to .34
Mg and .63 Nb, even closer to the .33/.66compound. However, peak
broadening in the x-ray scansmay be supporting evidence that the
compound is somewhat off of the .33/.66composition. The oxygen
content of the compound as determined by microprobewas 2.53. This is
very low, and does not balance the cation charges. Therefore,the oxygen
content was calculated from charge balanceconsiderations to give a
comound formula of BaMg.38Nb.5902.85F.o2.This gives an A/B cation
ratio of 1/.97, and an anionoccupancy of .95. The slight presence of
fluorine possibly came from fluorinecontamination in the furnace. This
contamination was much more evident in the tantalumoxide, described
below. The lattice constantwas determined to be 4.090 ( +/ -.005) A.
This is about .005 A greater than that ofthe fluorine containing
analogue, which is just within experimentalerror. A lower anion
occupancy could possibly result in unit cell expansion.
The results from the 2Ba /Mg /Ta /Orefinements were initially
somewhat different than those of the niobate.The Mg and Ta cations
were found to refine to occupancies closer to the ideal .5/.5ratio (.45
and .55), when starting from these values,than those in the niobate.
Microprobe analysis, however, gave theoccupancy of the magnesium to
be .39, and the tantalum to be .53. Whenthe refinement was started157
with these values, the variables converged to .36niobium and .56
tantalum, closer to the .33/.66 composition. Orderingpeaks from both a
hexagonal and a face centered phasewere present in the x-ray pattern.
These peaks were very small, however, suggestingthat the sample was
only partially ordered.Much more fluorine was present in this
compound than the 2Ba /Mg /Nb /O product.The tantalate was
synthesized at a later time, aftermany other oxyfluorides had been
attempted, so it is likely that fluorine contaminationin the furnace was
greater.It is interesting that the formula given by EMPA forthis
compound(calculatingoxygenfromchargebalance),
BaMg.39Ta.5302.59F.25, is somewhat closer to the .5/.5B cation
composition than the niobium analogue. This also givesan A cation/B
cation ratio of 1/.92, and an anionoccupancy of .94.The lattice
constant was determined to be 4.089 (+/-.005) A. As withthe niobate,
this is about .005 A greater than the Ba/Mg/Ta/O/Fcompound, just
within experimental error.
4.5Conclusions
Attempts at synthesizing the mixed perovskites Ba2MgNbO5Fand
Ba2MgTa05F were not successful, in that the target compoundswere not
synthesized.However, new cubic perovskites with partial substitution
of fluorine for oxygen were synthesized. The actualcompositions of these
materials appear to be intermediate between thetarget compositions and
the known BaMg.33(Nb,Ta).6703 compounds.The incorporation of
fluorine into the lattice appears to allows thegreater substitution of the
lower charged B cation into the lattice. Theanion positions seem to be
more fully occupied for the compounds preparedas oxyfluorides158
(A1B.96X2.94 for the 2Ba/Mg/Nb/O/F and A1B.92X2.97for the
2Ba/Mg/Ta/O/F) than those preparedas oxides (A1B.9702.85 for the
2Ba /Mg /Nb /O and A113.9202.82 for the 2Ba /Mg /Ta /O),even when
fluorine contamination was present, suggesting thecompounds prepared
as oxides were truly more anion deficient than the oxyfluorides. The
resultsheresuggest that a rangeof solubility between
BaMgm(Nb,Ta).6703 and BaMg.5(Nb,Ta).502.5F.5may exist, possibly
depending upon the amount of fluorine incorporatedinto the lattice.It
would be interesting to synthesize these compounds againin an excess of
fluorine to see if the target compositionscan be formed, and whether or
not they order. This system was shown to be cubic for thecompositions
synthesized, and is expected to be cubicacross any possible composition
range. The lattice constants are too large for the barium compounds to
be a good candidate for a new substrate material. However, ifa similar
such system exists for the Sr/Mg/(Nb,Ta) compounds whosesynthesis
was unsuccessful in this work, it may still be a good candidate.159
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Chapter 5
Summary
The work presented in this thesiswas performed in an attempt to
develop better substrate materials for thedeposition of high temperature
superconducting thin filmsIn pursuit of this goal, a material previously
unreported as a buffer layer was successfullysynthesized as a thin film,
the structural changes resulting from thechemical modification ofa
common substrate material were studied in depth, andnew oxyfiuoride
compounds were synthesized and characterized.
An RF magnetron sputtering deposition ofthin films from a target
of composition Sr2GaTaO6was developed. These films were shown to
grow as highly oriented single crystalson an MgO substrate. A range of
sputtering gas composition and depositiontemperatures were studied to
determine the optimal conditions for the growthof the most uniform film,
as evidenced by AFM and SEM images. Results from chemicalanalyses
show the film stoichiometries to differ significantlyfrom the target, yet x-
ray diffraction results suggest the film structure is similarto that of the
target. Intrinsic defects resulting from cationvacancies seem to be the
most probable cause of an observed latticeexpansion in the films relative
to the bulk phase. SGT filmswere grown epitaxially on thin films of
YBa2Cu307-x, and shown to possess characteristicsdesirable of buffer
layers and interlayers. These filmswere shown to grow as the desired
phase, with no observable chemicalreactions between the
superconducting film and the SGT.Films of the related compound
Sr2AITaO6 reacted chemically with the YBCO,possibly owing to the162
higher temperatures necessary for optimal filmgrowth. The SGT film
protected the YBCO from chemical etching, andcontained a low
concentration of pinholes in the film surface.
The systematic changes in the structure ofLaA103 with
substitutions of the slightly larger cation Sr2+on the La3+ site had been
reported in the literature previously, but not characterizedin detail, nor
had the system been studiedas a potential substrate material.
Substitutions of strontium were shown to transform thestructure both
metrically and positionally toward cubic; thatis, both the unit cell
dimensions and contents moved more toward theideal positions. A
concentration of 25% Sr seemed to result in the completetransformation
of the structure to cubic from x-ray diffractionrefinements, but neutron
diffraction data revealed observed peaks incompatiblewith cubic
symmetry, conclusively showing the structure to be rhombohedral.The
substituted compound was found to be susceptibleto reduction and
oxidization by heat treatments in differentgases, whereas the
unsubstituted compound was not. The higherstrontium concentration
samples could be viable substrate materials,as the anisotropy of the
dielectric constant is expected to decrease with decreasesin structural
distortions.
New cubic oxyfluoride perovskites witha composition intermediate
between the known BaMg.33(Nb.Ta).6603 and the intendedcomposition
ofBaMg.5(Nb,Ta).502.5F.5 were successfully synthesizedas phase pure
products. The compositions of the niobate and tantalatewere found by
EMPA to be BaMg.37Nb.5902.72F.22 and BaMg.39Ta.5302.65F.33.Results
from x-ray refinements support these siteoccupancies. The niobate did
not show any cation ordering, while the tantalateshowed partial face163
centered ordering. A control compoundwas also synthesized in the
Ba/Mg/Nb system using the same cationratios as the oxyfluoride, but
no fluorine. It was found to crystallize as a cubic perovskite, with similar
cation ratios as the oxyfluoride. The stoichiometry fromEMPA and x-ray
refinements was determined to be BaMg.38Nb.6902.86F.02.The anion
occupancy appears to be lower for this compound than the fluorine
containing analouge. The lattice constants of all of thesecompounds are
very close to 4.09 A. These results suggest thata range of compounds
between different perovskite compositionscan be synthesized with the
addition of fluorine to compensate for different cationratios or charges.
Several questions arose during these studiesthat remain
unanswered at the current time.Buffer layer films sputtered from
targets of Sr2GaNbO6 and Sr2A1Nb06are of interest owing to the
expected low dielectric constants of such films. Preliminaryresults did
suggest that higher temperatures were required for the synthesisof these
films; this would increase the likelihood ofchemical reaction with YBCO
films. The solubility limit of strontium in lanthanumaluminum oxide is
still unclear.It is also possible that the synthesis of thetarget
BaMg.5(Nb,Ta).502.5F.5 oxyfluoridesmay be possible with excess
fluorine, and that the strontium analoguesmay be good substrate
candidates if a successful synthetic routecan be found.164
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Appendix170
Appendix
Operation of A. W. Sleight Research Group Sputtering System
1.Initial Start Up
A.Turn on cooling water for sputtering guns andcryopump by
turning orange valve handle behind the system toan
approximately 45 degree angle.
B.Turn on mechanical pump.
1)Remove drive train cover.
2)Turn drive wheel by hand a couple of turns to get
lubricating oil into the pump.
3)Replace cover; turn on power via toggle switchon front
right of system control panels. Red light shouldcome
on.
C.Turn on cryopump.
1)Make sure cryopump power toggleon the system
control panel is in the "on" position (red light on).
2)On cryopump body, first turn on thecompressor,
then the cold head.
D.Check gas cylinders.
1)Must have 90 psi nitrogen (low or standard purity,
orange tank) of gas in valve operation gas line for
pump valves and vent valve to open and close properly.
2)Must use pre purified nitrogen (blue tank) for vent
gas.
3)Make sure sufficient argon (grade 4.8) and oxygen
(grade 4.4), or other oxidant, is in cylinders for
deposition.
If gas cylinders have enough pressure, then system will beready to
in 2-3 hours, after cryopump cools to <15 K (on cold head
temperature monitor on top of sputtering system cabinet).
Note: Cryopump should be regenerated regularly during periods of
regular operation, and should be shut down f system is to be idle
for more than a few days.
2.Deposition Preparation
A.Vent Chamber to Room Pressure
1)Close high vacuum valve (red light off)or roughing
pump valve (red light oft). Both should be closed
before venting.171
2 Deposition Preparation (continued)
2)Open vent valve (red light on), allowing chamberto
reach room pressure. Pre-purified nitrogenshould be
used.
3)After orange light (next to system control key)comes
on, let vent gas flow for approximately one minute.
Chamber should now be vented to ambientpressure.
B.Load substrate/target
1)Open chamber by depressing hoist toggle switchin
"up" direction. Chamber top will automaticallystop
at upper limit of travel.
2)Load target in desired gun. US 1I gun isin position
closest to the mechanical pump; Onyxgun is closest
to wall. Load US gun by removing hexscrews from
anode cap, removing anode, then removing hex
screws from ring holding target in place. Place target
(1" ceramic pellet with silver painton back, or
machined 1" diameter metal wafer) with silverpaint
against the cathode. Replace target holding ring, then
anode ring. It is a good idea to sand off the anode
when changing targets.
Load Onyx gun by unscrewing the anodecap, then
unscrewing target positioning ring. Place target in
gun, screw holding ring back on until tight against
target, and then screw on anode ring until the correct
spacing is given by the anode spacing tool. Thisis
a thin metal rod, approximately 5 in. long, witha
40° bend at each end, and is kept in the bottom right
of the gray tool drawers. Screw in anodecap until
the tool just fits between the anode andtarget.
Heater edge should be about 2cm from gun.
3)To position heater, first turnon system power supply
(large cabinet to the left of thevacuum chamber).
Turn "Table Position" knob to position 2. Adjust
direction of motion with "CW/CCW" toggle, andmove
heater with "speed" knob. Turn "Table Position"to 1
(off) once desired position is reached). Makesure
RF power is routed to correct gun by selecting"Onyx"
or "US II" on chamber top control panel.172
2 Deposition Preparation (continued)
4)Load substrate. Mount with silver paintto heater.
Check alignment of gun with respect to substrate.
Attach thermocouple to heater with silverpaint.
See appendix section 6 for on-axis/off-axis heater
conversion.
C.Pump Down
1)Make sure chamber flange is clean and free ofdebris.
Lower chamber top by depressing "down"on hoist
toggle
2)Open rouging valve and evacuate chamberto 20 mtorr
by thermocouple gauge on top of system cabinetor
capacitance manometer (LED display)on left control
panel.
3)Close roughing valve.
4)Open high vacuum valve.
5)Turn on ion gauge to monitor backgroundpressure.
Turn "function" to .01; turn "mode" to emission.
Press "filament" twice. Turn "function" to degas for
a few minutes, then back to .01. Turn "mode" to auto.
6)Let background pressure decrease to -1 x10-5.
3.Deposition
A.Turn on RF power supply for warmup. Cooling water
to guns should be on.
B.Turn on substrate heater. Ramp rate of 10° Chninis
highest recommended. If heater will not work, checkfuse
in heater controller by removing front panel of cabinet,
turning off power at strip, and removing fuse from backside
of controller.
C.Once at pressure, check backgroundpressure, then turn off
ion gauge.
D.Close throttle valve (red light on) and introducegas mixture
by opening toggles at back of system. Red toggleis oxygen,
black is argon, and blue is left forany other gas. Set
individual pressures with valve knobs adjacentto toggles.173
3.Deposition (continued)
E.Once gas pressure has stabilized, depress RFpower switch.
Gradually turn up power, watching "reflected power"
indicator. When this indicator begins to increase, tune
the RF circuit by adjusting the "tune" (capacitance) and
"load" (inductance) switches recursively to minimize reflected
power. Turn up RF power until plasma ignites, then set to
solid line for US II gun or dashed line for Onyxgun. These
are only recommended values; RF can go as high as green
dashed line for either gun. Red solid line is approximately
50 W. If plasma does not ignite, turn down RF, increasegas
pressure, try igniting plasma again, and then reset desired
gas pressure.
F.Deposit for desired time.
4.Ending Deposition
A.Gradually turn down RF power until knob is all theway
down.
B.Depress RF power switch to turn offpower.
C.Turn off sputtering gases at toggles.
D.Turn off substrate heater by first setting to "hold", then
decreasing dwell time to 0, and then setting back to "run".
This will end the time the heater is held at deposition
temperature, and will begin the ramp down to room
temperature or anneal temperature. Cooling ratecan
be set as desired.
E.Allow the heater to cool to 100 °Cor less before venting
chamber.
5.System Shutdown -- Overnight or Weekend
A.Leave cooling water on to guns and cryopumpcompressor.
B.Let RF power supply run for 1 hour after deposition to cool,
then turn off.
C.High vac valve should be closed. Backfill chamberto a few
torn pre-purified nitrogen to preserve targets.174
6.System ShutdownLong Term
A.Vent chamber to ambientpressure. Make sure RF power
is off.
B.Turn off cryopump--first the cold head, then thecompressor.
C.Turn off mechanical pump. Never turn off mechanicalpump
while cryopump is on, as mechanicalpump pumps on
various seals in the system.
D.Turn off cooling water at orange valve.
7.On-axis to Off-axis Heater Conversion
A.Change heater configuration.
1)Disconnect heater leads from maincopper wires, and
remove heater from vacuum chamber.
2)Remove back protective shield from heater.
3)It's a good idea to sand the reflector in the heaterat
this time.
4)Place heater back intovacuum chamber in off-axis
configuration (heater top facingup, mounting rails
fitting in the slots in the heater body).
5)Reconnect leads, making sureno wires are touching
heater body or vacuum chamber (this will blowa fuse).
B.Raise sputtering gun.
1)Open wraparound side cover of the top of the
sputtering system (above thevacuum chamber top).
2)Locate the stem of the gun in use.
3)A collar with an allen screw is used to set the lower
limit of gun travel. Loosen thisscrew.
4)Loosen vacuum nut (the seal where thegun passes
into vacuum chamber) by twisting counterclockwise.
5)Pull gun up high enoughso that the spacer nut Oust
a swagelock nut) fits between the collar andvacuum
nut.175
7.On-axis to Off-axis Heater Conversion (continued)
6)Tighten vacuum nut and collar, and close wraparound
cover.
C.Change thermocouple.
1)Remove on-axis thermocouple (long and curved).
2)Install off-axis thermocouple (shorter).
3)At the thermocouple feed through, it is necessary to
reverse the connections (due to a wiring error in one
of the thermocouple connectors). The correct
connections are:
ON AXIS:1-2, 2-1
OFF AXIS:1-1, 2-2
To convert from off-axis to on-axis, reverse the above procedures.